
Playtest Document: 
The information presented below is copyright 2014 Nathanael Love.  By accepting this playtest 

document you acknowledge the copyright and that you will not sell or distribute this document outside 

personal and game group use for the purposes of this playtest. 

The information presented is not in its final form, and your feedback is a vital part of the process of 

completing this exciting project.  As you read and play with this document, please take time to answer a 

few questions and give feedback on your experience so that we can bring you a better project.  Any and 

all feedback is greatly appreciated. 

Chapters 7, 9, and 10 are omitted from this document.  They represent setting information specific to 

the Victorian Era and a game play adventure/case and will be included upon publication. 

You can email feedback response to: love.nate@gmail.com 

Please take the time to answer a few specific questions on these topics: 

Chapter 1: 

Was the concept of the game adequately communicated? 

Was the core dice rolling mechanic explained fully? 

Chapter 2:  

Is the character creation process fully explained? 

Is there any information you feel is missing from this Chapter? 

Chapter 3: 

Do the character classes fit the setting? 

Do the abilities provided to the character classes fit the classes? 

Was there something you wanted your character to do that you could not with the classes provided? 

Chapter 4: 

Are there skills which you wanted to take that were missing? 

Which skills are confusing or non-intuitive to use? 

Are there any skills which you feel are in the wrong category? 

Are there any specific uses of skills that should be specifically explained which were not? 

Does the skill difficulty system make sense? 

Are the skills as presented easy and intuitive to use? 

Chapter 5: 

Are there any advantages which you feel should be included which are not? 

Are there any flaws which you feel should be included which are not? 

Which advantages are most compelling/interesting to you? 

Which advantages seem superfluous/uninteresting to you? 
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Are there any advantages or flaws which are confusing or need more explanation? 

Are advantages and flaws as presented easy and intuitive to use? 

Chapter 6: 

Is the action resolution system clear and intuitive to use? 

Are the combat rules clear and intuitive to use? 

Are there segments of the rules which you find unclear or confusing? 

Does the three action system allow your characters enough options in combat? 

Are the penalties and defense modifiers fully explained? 

With the information provided do you feel you can run a full game session/campaign? 

Are there specific actions or subsystems which seem to be missing? 

Are the initiative rules clear and do they allow dynamic combat action? 

Is the combat round sequence adequately explained? 

Does the damage system represent the level of lethality you feel is appropriate? 

Is the damage system adequately explained? 

Is combat intuitive to run, including initiative and damage systems? 

What equipment do you feel should be included which was not to make the game more realistic or 

enjoyable? 

Chapter 8: 

Are the example characters helpful when running the game? 

Do the example characters fit their names/descriptions? 

Are there specific example characters that are missing you would like to see included? 

Are the example characters intuitive and easy to use? 

General: 

Overall how would you rate your experience playing this game? 

Are there sections you feel are not needed? 

What do you feel was not clear and needs better/more complete explanation? 

What did you find confusing? 

How would you rate the core mechanics of the game? 

Would you purchase this product on publication? 

Would you recommend others purchase this product on publication? 

Would you purchase further supplements for this game line? 

What further supplements would you be most excited about in this game line?  

  



1: Introduction 

Elementary My Dear Watson: Elements of the Game 
Sherlock Holmes: Tabletop Edition is a tabletop role playing game in which players take on the parts of 

characters in the late 19th century.  The Sherlock Holmes: Tabletop Edition assumes that your character 

will be forming a group of intrepid investigators, pooling their resources in order to better solve crimes 

and other mysteries. 

Information about London at the turn of the 20th century is included in Chapter 7 for groups who wish to 

stay close to the roots of Sherlock Holmes’ stomping grounds.  Chapters 8 and 9 have additional 

information and ideas for other directions further afield. 

In the game there are 1-5 players who each represent a single character, and an additional 

“Mastermind” who represents all the other characters, creatures, and environments that those 

characters might meet, travel to, and interact with.  Characters are often referred to as either players 

characters (PCs) which the players run and non-player characters (NPCs) controlled by the Mastermind. 

In addition to this book, you will need a few additional tools to play.  Each character will need a 

Character Sheet which can be printed from the back of this book, a pencil, and a set of dice.  The 

Sherlock Holmes: Tabletop Edition uses three sizes of dice—eight sided dice (d8s), six sided dice (d6s), 

and ten sided dice (d10s).  Any character may need as many as ten d8s, two d6s, and two d10s. 

The Mastermind will need his own set of dice, pencil, and a notebook or other means to track the NPCs 

and story plots that the PCs are interacting with.  He may want Character Sheets, NPC Trackers, or other 

accessories available to assist him in this.  For Masterminds there is additional information about how to 

run the Game in Chapter 6.  For your first time playing or running the Game, you may also wish to make 

use of Chapter 10 which contains a complete Case for a group of new investigators. 

Chapter 2 contains all the information you will need to begin creating characters for your game, while 

chapter 3, 4, and 5 cover classes, skills, and advantages & flaws in more detail.  Chapter 6 contains 

advanced action resolution, combat, special systems and information on running a game and character 

advancement.  Chapters 7 through 10 are full of information to aid the mastermind in various ways. 

The Golden Rule 
The Golden Rule of the Sherlock Holmes: Tabletop Edition is simple—if any of the rules presented in this 

book take away from your ability to tell a compelling story then modify it to fit your needs.  This is, after 

all, your game.  The most important aspect is for everyone, players and the Mastermind alike to enjoy 

the time you spend playing. 

  



 

Core Mechanics: Simple Action Resolution 
At its heart, the game’s action resolution system can be described as this: roll a number of d8s equal to 

your skill in what you are attempting to do, and if one or more of them are a 6 or higher you succeed. 

This method for action resolution will be modified throughout the game—bonuses for high skill in the 

form of d6s and d10s, penalties for difficult or opposed tasks that remove successes, and other factors.  

Regardless of the modifications, two facts will never change—first, if after all the bonuses and penalties 

are applied you have a success remaining, you succeed; and second, a 6 or higher rolled on any die is 

always a success. 

  



 

Chapter 2: Creating Characters 

Character Elements 
In the Sherlock Holmes: Tabletop Edition, characters are represented by a collection of abilities which 

define what your character has been trained and practiced doing.  These abilities are further broken 

down into five categories—Mental, Physical, Reflexive, Social, and Spiritual. 

Mental:  Mental abilities represent pursuits of the mind.  Sciences, scholarly pursuits, and finely honed 

skills that require more thinking than acting are all covered under the Mental category. 

Physical:  Physical abilities represent actions which require gross bodily motion or which rely on brute 

prowess.  Both common tasks which anyone can attempt such as running and jumping as well as martial 

arts trained into muscle memory are covered under the Physical category. 

Reflexive:  Reflexive abilities represent actions which depend upon fast twitch reactions and hand eye 

coordination.  Marksmanship, sleight of hand, and controlling riding animals and the vehicles they pull 

are all covered under the Reflexive category. 

Social:  Social abilities represent interaction with other people.  The entire gamut of humanity is covered 

under the Social category from lies and threats to civil diplomatic negotiations. 

Spiritual:  Spiritual abilities represent connection to powers outside the scope of what we can truly 

understand.  Inspiration, force of will, and indescribable luck are all covered under the Spiritual 

category. 

Concept 
The first step to building a character is determining a character concept.  Think about what you want 

your character to do, and how you want them to act.  Talk to your Game Master and the other players at 

your table about what direction the Chronicle is going in.  If you are building a group of amateur 

detectives think about what attributes and abilities your character will want to bring to the hunt for the 

truth.  Consider what your character does professionally or how they make their income.  Think about 

the passions and hobbies which might contribute to their makeup.  A concept can be as simple as a one 

word description of who you plan to build, or can be as detailed as an entire life history.  Use your 

imagination and get into the mindset of the character that you will enjoy playing the most. 

Example: Joe’s Mastermind informs him that they will be running a game where the characters are a 

newly formed private investigation firm.  He talks to his friends who will be playing, and decides he 

wants to be the brains of the operation.  He thinks about it and decides he should be a Professor from 

Oxford University who investigates crimes on the side. 



Classes 
Once you have a concept in mind of what character you plan to build, the second step is to fit that 

character into a Class.  A characters class determines which other abilities he receives as he levels.  Each 

class focuses on one or more category from which the majority of their abilities are drawn.  While all 

characters receive skill points in all categories, the class which focuses in one category gains skill points 

faster, can reach higher maximum levels in that category and receives extra advantages in it.  The 

classes and their related skills are: 

Sleuth:  The Master of Mental Skills, Sleuths focus on using their wits and intelligence to outsmart foes. 

Brawler:  The Master of Physical Skills, Brawlers focus on using their brawn to subdue foes. 

Marksman:  The Master of Reflexive Skills, Marksmen use their deadly aim and precision to overcome 

foes. 

Socialite:  The Master of Social Skills, Socialites use their charm and charisma to turn foes into friends. 

Mystic:  The Master of Spiritual Skills, Mystics rely on their faith and luck to provide aid in any situation. 

Dabbler:  Jack of All Trades, Master of None, Dabblers spread their abilities around, relying on having 

the right blend of every trade to come away victorious. 

Example: Joe decides that since he wants to be the brains of the operation he should go ahead and 

choose the Sleuth class. 

Level 
Character level represents the relative experience, expertise, and ability of your character.  All 

characters begin the game at 1st level and advance through game play.  Rules for advancement can be 

found in Chapter 6.  Typically the entire group advances simultaneously at the discretion of the 

Mastermind. 

Example: Since they are starting a brand new game and a new investigator firm, Joe’s Mastermind tells 

them they will be making first level characters. 

Skills 
Skills are divided between the five categories.  Skills represent what your character can do.  Every action 

your character takes can be represented by a roll of a number of dice equal to the corresponding skill, 

plus bonus dice as detailed in Chapter Six. 

After you have selected a class for your character, follow the chart in Chapter 3 that corresponds to your 

characters class.  Fill in your defensive adjustment and maximum skill rank for each of the five categories 

of skills.  Then write down the total skill points you have in each category. 



Now select the skills which you want and choose how many points to invest in each.  The maximum you 

can invest in any skill is determined by your class and level according to the chart.  For most classes this 

ranges from a max of five in their primary skill category to a max of just one in their worst skill category. 

You will want a wide variety of skills to be prepared for any situation that may arise.  You may also want 

to choose one or two things which you are exceptional at and maintain maximum ranks as you rise in 

level. 

Example: Joe has 20 Mental skills with a maximum of five.  He decides that his character is a Chemistry 

professor.  He spends 5 points on the Chemistry skill, 2 on Biology, 2 on Botany, he spends 5 points on 

French for a secondary language, 4 on Deduction, and 2 on Bureaucracy (Oxford).  He has 15 points to 

use on Physical with a maximum of three.  Joe decides to spend 3 on Concentration, 3 on Endurance, 3 

on Jump, 3 on Lift, and 3 on Thrown Weapons (Darts).  Joe has 15 points to spend on Reflexive skills with 

maximum ranks of four.  He spends 4 points of Driving (Carriage), 4 points on Perception, 2 on 

Prestidigitation, 3 on Search, and 2 on Ranged Weapons (Pistols).  Joe has 10 points to spend on Social 

with maximum ranks of 3.  He spends 3 ranks on Administration, 3 ranks on Interview, 1 rank of 

Seduction, and 3 ranks on Teach.  Joe has 2 points to spend on Spiritual with maximum ranks of one.  He 

spends one on Intuition, and the other on Survival. 

Advantages 
Like skills, advantages are also divided between the five categories.  After you have assigned your skills, 

choose the three advantages to begin the game.  Most classes gain two advantages from the category 

which corresponds to their class and one from any other category.  Dabbler’s can choose three 

advantages from any category, but no more than one in each.  As your character gains levels you will 

receive additional advantages. 

Advantages have a wide variety of effects.  Some of them provide bonuses to various rolls you might 

make during the game.  Others represent material or real properties you might possess or membership 

privileges you may be entitled to.  Still others open up entirely new abilities not available to anyone else. 

After choosing your advantages you may want to explain some of how you gained or maintain them—

how did your character earn his pension, what organization is he a member of, ect.  Some social 

advantages may require you to collaborate with your Mastermind. 

Example: Joe selects the Membership Social advantage to represent his tenure at the university.  For his 

mental advantages, he selects Speed Reader and Copy Handwriting to represent his amazing ability at 

finding information within texts, and a knack for analyzing and imitating handwriting. 

Flaws 
In The Sherlock Holmes: Tabletop Edition each character must choose one defining flaw.  Like Watson’s 

limp, or Sherlock Holmes’ addictive personality, a flaw adds to a character rather than subtracts.  Flaws 

are divided amongst the five categories, but regardless of class all characters need only choose one flaw 

of any category.  If your Mastermind allows you may select additional flaws to gain bonuses at character 



creation.  Make sure to choose your flaws carefully as they will define your character as much or more 

than your positive traits. 

Example: Joe decides that his Chemistry Professor has Insomnia which he selects as his flaw. 

Finishing Touches 
After you have chosen the game statistics for your character spend some more time thinking about the 

details of your character.  Here are some questions to help you fill in those details. 

Physical 

How tall are you? 

How much do you weigh? 

What color are your eyes? 

What color is your hair? 

How long and what style is your hair kept in? 

What is the complexion of your skin? 

What does your voice sound like? 

How old are you? 

Social 

How does your character earn a living? 

What kind of people do you associate with? 

Who are your closest friends? 

What enemies might you have made so far? 

How is your relationship with family members? 

Are your parents alive? 

Do you have siblings? 

What social class are you from? 

Do you feel at ease in high society? 

Are you more comfortable in the rougher parts of town? 

What are your political allegiances? 



Do you fancy tennis, football, or another spectator sport? 

Do you gamble on cards or races? 

What is your relationship to the other players in the game? 

Have you just recently met them or have you known them for some time already? 

The details you can fill in for your character will help you to role play them as the game goes on.  

Remember that it is good to continue adding more details and pieces of information as the game 

progresses.  Also remember that characters grow and change  

  



Chapter Three: Classes 

Sleuth 

The Master of Mental Skills 

Characters who wish to emphasize mental skills choose the Sleuth class.  Sleuth’s believe that the power 

of the mind can overcome any worldly problems.  Sleuth’s might earn their living as Police Investigators, 

Physicians, Professors, Tutors or Teachers of other varieties.  Any profession which requires application 

of problem solving and analytics would allow a Sleuth to excel. 

In a party of investigators a Sleuth is always helpful for piecing together clues to solve the case.  Any 

number of the intellectual pursuits might prove helpful in cracking a case from chemistry or biology to 

physics or psychology.  Sleuths can also be masterful tacticians, always ready with a strategy to 

overcome your foes. 

Skills 
The Sleuth has the supreme skill ranks in Mental; they have strong skill ranks in Reflexive, average ranks 

in Physical, below average ranks in Social, and poor ranks in Spiritual.  They advance in defense 

adjustment, total skill points, and maximum skill ranks in each category as listed below. 

Level Mental Physical Reflexive Social Spiritual 

 Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max 

1 0/20/5 0/15/3 0/15/4 0/10/3 0/2/1 

2 1/30/6 0/20/5 0/20/5 0/15/05 0/4/2 

3 1/35/7 0/25/7 1/25/6 1/18/5 1/6/3 

4 2/45/8 1/30/8 1/30/7 1/22/5 1/8/4 

5 2/50/9 1/35/10 2/35/8 1/25/6 1/10/5 

6 3/55/10 1/40/10 3/40/9 2/28/8 2/12/6 

7 3/65/10 2/45/10 3/45/10 2/30/8 2/14/7 

8 4/70/10 2/50/10 3/50/10 2/33/9 2/16/8 

9 4/80/10 2/55/10 4/55/10 3/35/10 3/18/9 

10 5/85/10 3/60/10 4/60/10 3/40/10 3/20/10 



Advantages 
Sleuths begin the game with two Mental Advantages and any one advantage from another category.  At 

3rd and 7th levels they may select additional advantages from any category (including Mental if they 

desire) and at 5th and 10th levels they may select an additional Mental Advantage. 

Sample Characters 

Police Investigator 
Level 1 Sleuth 

Skills: 

Mental: Bureaucracy (Police) 3, Criminal Knowledge 3, Deduction 5, Forensics 4,Law 3, Street Knowledge 

2 

Physical: Balance1, Climb 1, Dodge 3, Endurance 3, Melee Weapon (Club) 2, Run 3, Unarmed Combat 

(Pugilism) 2 

Reflexive: Animal Riding 1, Perception 4, Ranged Weapons (Pistols) 4, Search 4 

Social: Interrogate 3, Intimidate 2, Justice (London 2),  Sense Motive 3 

Spiritual: Intuition 1, Survival 1 

Advantages: Keen Observation (Mental), Locational Deduction (Mental), Heightened Sense (Sight) 

(Physical) 

Flaw: Brusque (Social) 

Medical Doctor 

Level 1 Sleuth 

Skills: 

Mental: Medical Knowledge 5, Treatment (Simple) 5, Treatment (Advanced) 5, Forensics 3, Genetics 2 

Physical: Balance 3, Concentration 3, Endurance 3, Jump 1, Lift 2, Run 3 

Reflexive: Driving (Trap) 4, Perception 4, Prestidigitation 4, Search 3 

Social: Etiquette (Hospital) 3, Interview 3, Sense Motive 2, Teach 2 

Spiritual: Empathy 1, Intuition 1 

Advantages: Keen Observation (Mental), Reserve of Inspiration (Mental), Muscle Memory (Reflexive) 

Flaw: Skeptic (Spiritual) 

Professor 

Level 1 Sleuth 

Skills: 

Mental: Astronomy 2, Biology 2, Botany 2, Chemistry 2, Forensics 1, Genetics 1, Language (Russian) 3, 

Psychology 2 

Physical: Balance 2, Concentration 3, Endurance 3, Jump 2, Lift 3, Run 2 

Reflexive: Animal Riding 2, Demolitions 2, Driving (Trap) 3, Perception 4, Search 4 

Social: Charm 2, Inspire 2, Perform (Oratory) 3, Teach 3 

Spiritual: Animal Handling 1, Intuition 1 

Advantages: Bilingual (English and French) (Mental), Flawless Logic (Mental), Membership (University) 



(Social) 

Flaw: Obsession (Proving Hypothesis) 

  



Brawler 

The Master of Physical Skills 

Characters who wish to emphasize physical skills belong to the brawler class.  Brawlers believe that the 

proper application of brawn can be used to overcome any amount of brain.  Brawlers might earn their 

living as Beat Cops, Prize Fighters, or bodyguards.  Sword masters and martial arts sensei’s alike might 

choose to follow the path of the brawler.  Many of those in the armed forces may also follow the path of 

the Brawler. 

In a party of Investigators it is always helpful to have a brawler along to deal with thugs and henchmen 

that criminals may have in their employ.  They also excel at subduing criminals for apprehension, and 

few groups who find themselves confronted with more bizarre foes will feel complete without a Brawler 

along. 

Skills 
The Brawler has the supreme skill ranks in Physical; they have strong skill ranks in Reflexive, average 

ranks in Mental, below average ranks in Social, and poor ranks in Spiritual.  They advance in defense 

adjustment, total skill points, and maximum skill ranks in each category as listed below. 

Level Mental Physical Reflexive Social Spiritual 

 Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max 

1 0/15/3 0/20/5 0/15/4 0/10/3 0/2/1 

2 0/20/5 1/30/6 0/20/5 0/15/05 0/4/2 

3 0/25/7 1/35/7 1/25/6 1/18/5 1/6/3 

4 1/30/8 2/45/8 1/30/7 1/22/5 1/8/4 

5 1/35/10 2/50/9 2/35/8 1/25/6 1/10/5 

6 1/40/10 3/55/10 3/40/9 2/28/8 2/12/6 

7 2/45/10 3/65/10 3/45/10 2/30/8 2/14/7 

8 2/50/10 4/70/10 3/50/10 2/33/9 2/16/8 

9 2/55/10 4/80/10 4/55/10 3/35/10 3/18/9 

10 3/60/10 5/85/10 4/60/10 3/40/10 3/20/10 



Advantages 
Brawlers begin the game with two Physical Advantages and any one advantage from another category.  

At 3rd and 7th levels they may select additional advantages from any category (including Physical if they 

desire) and at 5th and 10th levels they may select an additional Physical Advantage. 

Sample Characters 

Police Beat Cop 

Level 1 Brawler 

Skills: 

Mental: Bureaucracy (Police) 2, Criminal Knowledge 3, Deduction 3, Forensics 2, Law 2, Tactics (Infantry) 

3 

Physical: Dodge 3, Endurance 5, Lift 2, Melee Weapons (Club) 3, Run 3, Unarmed Fighting (Wrestling) 5 

Reflexive: Driving (Trap) 4, Perception 4, Ranged Weapons (Pistol) 4, Search 3 

Social: Interrogate 3, Intimidate 3, Justice (London) 2, Sense Motive 2 

Spiritual: Empathy 1, Survival 1 

Advantages: Fleet of Foot (Physical), Robust (Physical), Deadly Aim (Reflexive) 

Flaw: Ill Luck (Spiritual) 

Fencing Student 

Level 1 Brawler 

Skills: 

Mental: Animal Training 3, Deduction 3, Language (French) 3, Tactics (Fencing) 3, Medical Knowledge 2, 

Treatment (Simple) 1 

Physical: Acrobatics 3, Endurance 4, Melee Weapons (One handed Swords) 5, Melee Weapons (Knives) 

5, Run 3 

Reflexive: Animal Riding 4, Perception 4, Prestidigitation 4, Search 3 

Social: Bluff 1, Charm 3, Etiquette (Society) 3, Seduce 3 

Spiritual: Animal Handling 1, Prayer 1 

Advantages: Attractive (Physical), High Energy (Physical), Powerful Family (Social) 

Flaw: Enemy 

Prize Fighter 

Level 1 Brawler 

Skills: 

Mental: Medical Knowledge 3, Street Knowledge 3, Tactics (Pugilism) 3, Treatment (Simple) 3, 

Treatment (Advanced) 1 

Physical: Balance 3, Concentration 2, Endurance 5, Run 5, Unarmed Fighting (Pugilism) 5 

Reflexive: Driving (Carriage) 4, Perception 4, Ranged Weapons (Pistol) 4, Search 3 

Social: Bargain 3, Inspire 2, Intimidate 3, Taunt 2 

Spiritual: Empathy 1, Survival 1 

Advantages: Powerful Strikes (Physical), Reserve of Strength (Physical), Common Sense (Mental) 

Flaws: Uneducated (Mental) 



Marksman 

The Master of Reflexive Skills 

Characters wanting to prioritize reflexive skills choose the Marksman class.  For the Marksman his 

reflexes and aim are tantamount to overcoming foes and obstacles alike.  Any character whose defining 

attribute is his aim or speed may fit into the Marksman class—from big game hunters, to skilled soldiers, 

from natives wielding bows to fishermen specializing in the harpoon.  Other possible professions include 

taxi or sledge drivers and some of the less savory professions—a marksman may be as quick with his 

fingers at your wallet as he is with the trigger of a gun. 

In a group of investigators a Marksman is always a welcome addition.  When finding yourselves in 

dangerous situations, a resolute application of finger to trigger can solve nearly any situation.  If the 

Marksman has trained in some of the less than legal arts they can open avenues for investigation, obtain 

documents, or hunt for clues with their keen perception and searching abilities. 

Skills 
The Marksman has the supreme skill ranks in Reflexive; they have strong skill ranks in Mental, average 

ranks in Physical, below average ranks in Social, and poor ranks in Spiritual.  They advance in defense 

adjustment, total skill points, and maximum skill ranks in each category as listed below. 

Level Mental Physical Reflexive Social Spiritual 

 Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max 

1 0/15/4 0/15/3 0/20/5 0/10/3 0/2/1 

2 0/20/5 0/20/5 1/30/6 0/15/05 0/4/2 

3 1/25/6 0/25/7 1/35/7 1/18/5 1/6/3 

4 1/30/7 1/30/8 2/45/8 1/22/5 1/8/4 

5 2/35/8 1/35/10 2/50/9 1/25/6 1/10/5 

6 3/40/9 1/40/10 3/55/10 2/28/8 2/12/6 

7 3/45/10 2/45/10 3/65/10 2/30/8 2/14/7 

8 3/50/10 2/50/10 4/70/10 2/33/9 2/16/8 

9 4/55/10 2/55/10 4/80/10 3/35/10 3/18/9 

10 4/60/10 3/60/10 5/85/10 3/40/10 3/20/10 



Advantages 
Marksmen begin the game with two Reflexive Advantages and any one advantage from another 

category.  At 3rd and 7th levels they may select additional advantages from any category (including 

Reflexive if they desire) and at 5th and 10th levels they may select an additional Reflexive Advantage. 

Sample Characters 

Military Rifleman 

Skills: 

Mental: Bureaucracy (Military) 2, Tactics (Infantry) 4, Repair (Firearms) 3, Technical Knowledge 

(Firearms) 4, Track 2 

Physical: Endurance 3, Jump 1, Lift 3, Melee Weapon (Bayonet) 3,  Run 3, Stealth 2 

Reflexive: Demolitions 2, Jury Rig 3, Perception 5, Ranged Weapons (Rifle) 5, Ranged Weapons (5) 

Social: Command 3, Etiquette (Military) 3, Inspire 2, Intimidate 2 

Spiritual: Prayer 1, Survival 1 

Advantages: Deadly Aim (Reflexive), Deadeye (Reflexive), Athlete (Physical) 

Flaw: Poverty (Social) 

Big Game Hunter 

Skills: 

Mental: Animal Training 4, Botany 2, Deduction 2, Language (French) 3, Track 4 

Physical: Concentration 3, Endurance 3, Jump 2, Lift 2, Run 2, Stealth 3 

Reflexive: Animal Riding 5, Perception 5, Ranged Weapons (Rifle) 5, Search 5 

Social: Charm 3, Etiquette (High Society) 3, Seduce 2, Voice Mimicry 2 

Spiritual: Animal Handling 1, Empathy 1 

Advantages: Deadly Aim (Reflexive), True Marksman (Reflexive), Property Owner (Social) 

Flaw: Addiction (Mental) 

Street Dweller 

Skills: 

Mental: Deduction 3, Psychology 4, Street Knowledge 4, Track 4 

Physical: Acrobatics 3, Concentration 3, Run 3, Stealth 2, Unarmed Attack (Pugilism) 3 

Reflexive: Lock Pick 5, Perception 5, Pickpocketing 5, Prestidigitation 5 

Social: Act 3, Bluff 3, Bribe 3, Sense Motive 1 

Spiritual: Prayer 1, Survival 1 

Advantages: Rooftop Walker (Reflexive), Hyper Vigilant (Reflexive), Fleet of Foot (Physical) 

Flaw: Wanted 

  



Socialite 

The Master of Social Skills 

Characters who want to focus on Social skills choose the Socialite class.  For the Socialite, any obstacle 

can be overcome through talking, negotiation, and diplomacy.  Socialites might be actors, aristocrats, 

merchants, bureaucrats, solicitors, or Police interrogators.  Any profession where social interaction is 

valuable will attract socialites. 

In a group of investigators a Socialite is a valuable addition.  They can interview witnesses, interrogate 

suspects, and smooth talk clients.  They can also infiltrate, using skill in acting and disguise to gain 

information or influence.  The tactics and methods that Socialites can use to gain advantage in situations 

are nearly limitless. 

Skills 
The Socialite has the supreme skill ranks in Social; they have strong skill ranks in Mental, and below 

average skill ranks in Physical, Reflexive, and Spiritual.  They advance in defense adjustment, total skill 

points, and maximum skill ranks in each category as listed below. 

Level Mental Physical Reflexive Social Spiritual 

 Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max 

1 0/15/4 0/10/3 0/10/3 0/20/5 0/10/3 

2 0/20/5 0/15/05 0/15/05 1/30/6 0/15/05 

3 1/25/6 1/18/5 1/18/5 1/35/7 1/18/5 

4 1/30/7 1/22/5 1/22/5 2/45/8 1/22/5 

5 2/35/8 1/25/6 1/25/6 2/50/9 1/25/6 

6 3/40/9 2/28/8 2/28/8 3/55/10 2/28/8 

7 3/45/10 2/30/8 2/30/8 3/65/10 2/30/8 

8 3/50/10 2/33/9 2/33/9 4/70/10 2/33/9 

9 4/55/10 3/35/10 3/35/10 4/80/10 3/35/10 

10 4/60/10 3/40/10 3/40/10 5/85/10 3/40/10 

Advantages 
Socialites begin the game with two Social Advantages and any one advantage from another category.  At 

3rd and 7th levels they may select additional advantages from any category (including Social if they 

desire) and at 5th and 10th levels they may select an additional Social Advantage. 



Sample Characters 

Career Bureaucrat 

Skills: 

Mental: Bureaucracy (Britain) 4, Law 4, Psychology 3, Tactics (Courtroom) 4 

Physical: Balance 3, Concentration 3, Endurance 2,  Run 2 

Reflexive: Driving (Carriage) 3, Perception 3, Prestidigitation 2, Search 2 

Social: Administration 5, Bargain 5, Diplomacy 5, Intimidate 3,  Sense Motive 2 

Spiritual: Empathy 3, Prayer 2, Rituals 3, Survival 2 

Advantages:  Allied Organization (Government office) (Social), Well Connected (Social), Copy 

Handwriting (Mental) 

Flaw: Brusque (Social) 

Society Darling 

Skills: 

Mental:  Animal Training 3, Language (French) 4, Language (Russian) 3, Navigation 1, Psychology 4 

Physical: Balance 3, Jump 2, Melee Weapons (One handed swords) 3, Run 2 

Reflexive:  Animal Riding 3, Perception 3, Ranged Weapon (Pistols) 2, Search 2 

Social: Charm 5, Etiquette (Society) 5, Innuendo 3, Perform (Dance) 4, Seduce 3 

Spiritual: Animal Handling 3, Empathy 3, Intuition 1, Prayer 3 

Advantages: Powerful Family (Social), Title (Social), Personal Deduction (Mental) 

Flaw: Hyperactive (Mental) 

Hanger On 

Skills: 

Mental: Bureaucracy (Britain) 2, Deduction 2, Language (French) 2, Medical Knowledge 2, Psychology 3, 

Street Knowledge 3, Track 2 

Physical: Acrobatics 3, Balance 3, Hide 2, Stealth 2 

Reflexive: Lock pick 2, Perception 3, Pickpocketing 3, Search 2 

Social: Act 3, Bluff 3, Charm 2, Etiquette (High Society) 2, Innuendo 5, Sense Motive 5 

Spiritual: Empathy 3, Intuition 2, Prayer 3, Survival 2 

Advantages: Attentive Listener (Social), Patron (Social), Attractive (Physical) 

Flaw: Known Gossip (Social) 

  



Mystic 

The Master of Spiritual Skills 

Characters who want to prioritize spiritual skills choose the Mystic class.  For the Mystic, their abiding 

connection to something outside themself allows them to overcome any obstacle.  Mystics might be 

Catholic or Anglican Priests, gamblers riding lucky streaks, shamans from other cultures, a housewife 

blessed with strange powers, or even a crazed inventor. 

In a group of investigators a Mystic can bring a wide array of skills and special abilities to bear.  Lucky 

breaks, empathic readings, and divine intervention can all provide the right clues to track down a 

criminal.  The help of outside powers can be even more valuable when dealing with other, more bizarre 

forces. 

Skills 
The Mystic has supreme skill ranks in Spiritual; they have strong skill ranks in Social, and below average 

ranks in Mental, Physical, and Reflexive.  They advance in defense adjustment, total skill points, and 

maximum skill ranks in each category as listed below. 

Level Mental Physical Reflexive Social Spiritual 

 Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max 

1 0/10/3 0/10/3 0/10/3 0/15/4 0/20/5 

2 0/15/05 0/15/05 0/15/05 0/20/5 1/30/6 

3 1/18/5 1/18/5 1/18/5 1/25/6 1/35/7 

4 1/22/5 1/22/5 1/22/5 1/30/7 2/45/8 

5 1/25/6 1/25/6 1/25/6 2/35/8 2/50/9 

6 2/28/8 2/28/8 2/28/8 3/40/9 3/55/10 

7 2/30/8 2/30/8 2/30/8 3/45/10 3/65/10 

8 2/33/9 2/33/9 2/33/9 3/50/10 4/70/10 

9 3/35/10 3/35/10 3/35/10 4/55/10 4/80/10 

10 3/40/10 3/40/10 3/40/10 4/60/10 5/85/10 

Advantages 
Mystics begin the game with two Spiritual Advantages and any one advantage from another category.  

At 3rd and 7th levels they may select additional advantages from any category (including Spiritual if they 

desire) and at 5th and 10th levels they may select an additional Spiritual Advantage. 



Sample Characters 

Anglican Inquisitor 

Skills: 

Mental: Bureaucracy (Anglican Church) 3, Deduction 3, Psychology 2, Track 2 

Physical: Concentration 3, Endurance 3, Lift 2, Run 2 

Reflexive: Driving (Trap) 3, Lock pick 2, Perception 3, Search 2 

Social: Command 4, Interrogate 4, Intimidate 3, Sense Motive 4 

Spiritual: Occult 5, Prayer 5, Rituals 5, Precognition* 3, Touch Healing* 2 

Advantages: Faith (Spiritual), Church Mystic (Spiritual), Allied Organization (Anglican Church) 

Flaw: Obsession (Hunting Heretics) 

Theosophical Society Member 

Skills: 

Mental: Astronomy 3, Genetics 2, Physics 3, Psychology 2 

Physical: Concentration 3, Endurance 2, Lift 2, Run 1, Unarmed Fighting (jujitsu) 3 

Reflexive: Perception 3, Prestidigitation 2, Ranged Weapons (Pistols) 2,Search 3 

Social: Act 3, Bluff 3, Forgery 2, Inspire 3, Sense Motive 2 Teach 2 

Spiritual:  Occult 5, Prayer 5, Channel Spirit* 5, Precognition* 5 

Advantages: Fortune Teller (Spiritual), Medium (Spiritual), Membership (Theosophical Society) (Social) 

Flaw: Haunted (Spiritual) 

Gambler 

Skills: 

Mental: Deduction 2, Street Knowledge 3, Psychology 2, Tactics (Gambling Games) 3 

Physical: Acrobatics 3, Dodge 3, Run 3, Unarmed Fighting (Pugilism) 1 

Reflexive: Perception 3, Pickpocketing 3, Prestidigitation 2, Search 2 

Social: Bargain 4, Bluff 4, Gamble 4, Sense Motive 3 

Spiritual: Empathy 5, Intuition 5, Retocognition* 5,  Survival 5 

Advantages:  Gambler’s Luck (Spiritual), Déjà vu (Spiritual) 

Flaw: Cuckoo 

  



Dabbler 

Jack of All Trades, Master of None 

Some characters may not wish to focus on any one skill category in particular.  These characters choose 

the Dabbler class.  For a Dabbler, any path to overcoming your foes is as valid as the other.  Any 

profession or walk of life may be a Dabbler, though free spirits like musicians, writers, and artists tend 

toward this class. 

In a group of investigators, a Dabbler can provide assistance in a wide variety of ways.  They can perform 

any of the same roles and methods the other classes can—or mix and match to widen their impact.  

Dabblers have enough skill points to make an impact in every category. 

Skills 
The Dabbler has improved skill ranks in Reflexive, Social, Mental, and Physical, and average ranks in 

Spiritual. 

Level Mental Physical Reflexive Social Spiritual 

 Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max Max/Points/Def Def/Points/Max Def/Points/Max 

1 0/15/3 0/15/3 0/15/3 0/15/4 0/10/3 

2 0/20/5 0/20/5 0/20/5 0/20/5 0/15/05 

3 0/25/7 0/25/7 0/25/7 1/25/6 1/18/5 

4 1/30/8 1/30/8 1/30/8 1/30/7 1/22/5 

5 1/35/10 1/35/10 1/35/10 2/35/8 1/25/6 

6 1/40/10 1/40/10 1/40/10 3/40/9 2/28/8 

7 2/45/10 2/45/10 2/45/10 3/45/10 2/30/8 

8 2/50/10 2/50/10 2/50/10 3/50/10 2/33/9 

9 2/55/10 2/55/10 2/55/10 4/55/10 3/35/10 

10 3/55/10 3/55/10 3/55/10 4/55/10 3/40/10 

Advantages 
Dabblers begin play with three advantages of any category, no two of which can be in the same 

category.  At 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 10th level they gain an additional advantage of any category.  The only 

restriction on these additional advantages is that no two consecutive advantages in the same category. 



Sample Characters 

Rake 

Skills: 

Mental: Criminal Knowledge 3, Chemistry 3, Deduction 3, Street Knowledge 3, Track 3 

Physical: Dodge 3, Endurance 3, Hide 3, Lift 2, Run 2, Stealth 2 

Reflexive: Lock Pick 3, Perception 3, Pickpocketing 3, Ranged Weapons (Pistols) 3, Search 3 

Social: Bluff 4, Bribe 4, Forgery 4, Gamble 3 

Spiritual: Empathy 1, Intuition 3, Prayer 3, Survival 3 

Advantages: Well Connected (Social), Deadzone (Spiritual), Hyper Vigilant (Reflexive) 

Flaw: Criminal Ties (Social) 

Dilettante 

Skills: 

Mental: Animal Training 3, Language (French) 3, Tactics (Fencing) 3, Technical Knowledge (Any) 3, Track 

3 

Physical: Acrobatics 3, Jump 3, Lift 3, Melee Weapons (One Handed Swords) 3, Run 3 

Reflexive: Animal Riding 3, Jury Rig 3, Perception 3, Ranged Weapons (Pistol) 3, Ranged Weapons (Rifle) 

3 

Social: Charm 4, Etiquette (High Society) 4, Innuendo 3, Sense Motive 4 

Spiritual: Animal Handling 3, Empathy 3, Intuition 3, Prayer 3, Survival 3 

Advantages: Powerful Family (Social), Attractive (Physical), Eidetic Memory (Mental) 

Flaw: Manic 

Child of the Stags 

Skills: 

Mental: Deduction 3, Navigation 3, Language (English) 3, Track 3, Zoology 3 

Physical: Endurance 3, Hide 1, Jump 3, Run 3, Stealth 3, Unarmed Attack (Pugilism) 2 

Reflexive: Animal Riding 3, Jury Rig 1, Lock pick 1, Perception 3, Pickpocketing 1, Prestidigitation 3, 

Search 3 

Social: Command 4, Intimidate 4, Sense Motive 4, Voice Mimicry 3 

Spiritual: Empathy 3, Intuition 2, Prayer 2, Survival 3 

Advantages: Animal Raised (Stag) (Social), Born Runner (Physical), Light Sleeper (Spiritual) 

  



Chapter Three: Skills 

Master Skill Table  

Mental Physical Reflexive Social Spiritual 

Animal Training Acrobatics Animal Riding Act Animal Handling 

Architecture Balance Demolitions Administration Empathy 

Archeology Climb Driving* Appraise Intuition 

Astronomy Concentration Jury Rig Bargain Occult 

Biology Dodge Lock pick Bluff Prayer 

Botany Endurance Perception Bribe Rituals 

Bureaucracy* Hide Pickpocketing Charm Survival 

Chemistry Jump Piloting* Command  

Criminal Knowledge Lift Prestidigitation Craft*  

Deduction Melee Weapons* Ranged Weapons* Diplomacy  

Engineering Run Search Disguise  

Forensics Stealth  Etiquette*  

Genetics Swim  Forgery  

Invention^ Thrown Weapons*  Gamble  

Language* Unarmed Fighting*  Innuendo  

Law   Inspire  

Medical Knowledge   Interrogate  

Navigation   Interview  

Physics   Intimidate  

Psychology   Justice*  

Repair*^   Management  

Street Knowledge   Perform*  



Tactics*   Seduce  

Technical Knowledge*   Sense Motive  

Track   Taunt  

Treatment, Advanced^   Teach  

Treatment, Simple^   Voice Mimicry  

Zoology     

Skills with a * are multiple skills, and have more than a single skill listed here as one for convenience. 

Skills with a ^ require another skill to be able to be purchased and advanced. 

Mental Skills 
Animal Training:  Use this skill for checks involving teaching an animal a new tricks or task.  The time 

taken to train an animal depends on the difficulty of the task and the variety of animal.  For simple tricks 

taught to intelligent, domesticated animals time is several hour.  These should be one or two word 

command phrases (sit, speak, roll over, sick em).  For more complicated tasks such as training a horse to 

bear a rider or for training exotic animals this should take several weeks of training several hours a day. 

Standard:   Teach a dog a simple command. 

One Penalty:   Train a horse to bear a rider. 

Two Penalty:  Domesticate a young wild animal.  Train a horse to bear a cavalry officer. 

Three Penalty:  Train an exotic animal (wolf or lion) that has been domesticated a simple command. 

Four Penalty:   Train a domestic animal for a complicated maneuver such as Dressage. 

Five Penalty:  Train an exotic animal for a complicated maneuver (such as training a giraffe to perform 

Dressage). 

Related Skills:  Animal Handling, Animal Riding. 

Architecture: The skill in designing buildings.  Typically requires several hours or weeks depending on 

the difficulty of the structure.  Finished product is a set of blueprints or plans. 

Standard: Design a simple house. 

One Penalty: Design a simple house with a few flourishes. 

Two Penalty: Design a complex house. 

Three Penalty: Design a simple municipal or business structure. 

Four Penalty: Design a complex municipal or business structure. 

Five Penalty:  Design a unique, functional, and beautiful structure such as a cathedral, or other 

landmark. 

Related Skills: Engineering. 



Archeology: The skill in discovering information from ruins and other remains of long lost civilisations. 

Standard: Notice obvious facts by inspecting near complete artifacts. 

One Penalty: Notice facts by inspecting near complete artifacts. 

Two Penalty: Piece together conclusions based on nearly complete artifacts. 

Three Penalty: Piece together conclusions based on incomplete artifacts.  

Four Penalty: Piece together conclusions based on disparate incomplete artifacts. 

Five Penalty: Piece together conclusions based on disparate and fragmentary artifacts. 

Related Skills: Deduction, Forensics. 

Astronomy:  The study of the stars and other heavenly bodies.  Use for identifying constellations, stars, 

other heavenly bodies such as planets and comets. 

Standard:  Identify a commonly known object or constellation such as mars or the Zodiac constellations. 

One Penalty:  Identify lesser known constellations, or common constellations from three or fewer visible 

stars. 

Two Penalty:  Identify uncommon constellations from three or fewer visible stars. 

Three Penalty:  Judge time of the night by the stars. 

Four Penalty:  Discern location by the stars. 

Five Penalty:  Compute speed of moving objects in the sky to determine return of a comet that had 

previously not been seen or discovered. 

Related Skills:  Navigation, Physics. 

Biology:  The study and categorization of life forms.  Use to identify facts about various forms of 

animals, plants, and fungi. 

 Standard:   Identify a common fact about an animal. 

One Penalty:   Discern the differences between subspecies and breeds of similar animals or plants. 

Two Penalty:  Identify uncommon species indigenous to the region you are from or specialize in. 

Three Penalty:  Identify rare species indigenous to the region you are from or specialize in or common 

species from exotic locales. 

Four Penalty:  Identify uncommon species from exotic locales. 

Five Penalty: Identify an animal by only a single bone, or skin; identify rare species from exotic locales. 

Related Skills:  Botany, Genetics, Zoology. 

Botany:  The study and categorization of plants and plant life.  Use to identify plants and fungi, to 

remember the properties and uses thereof. 

Standard:  Identify common plants indigenous to the region you are from or specialize in. 

One Penalty:   Identify uncommon plants indigenous to the region you are from or specialize in. 

Two Penalty:  Identify rare plants indigenous to the region you are from or specialize in, or common 

plants from exotic locales. 



Three Penalty:  Identify uncommon plants from exotic locales. 

Four Penalty:  Identify rare plants from exotic locales. 

Five Penalty:  Identify extremely rare plants that only grow in a few remote locations. 

Bureaucracy:  Multiple.  Defensive.  Skill in working the mechanisms or a government or other large 

organization.  Use to determine the correct forms, avenues of approach, and methods to gain an 

advantage, favor, or audience with a figure, entity, or sub-organization within that body.  If used to 

generate a defensive pool it defends against Bureaucracy and Etiquette attempts. 

Some bureaucracies include:  By city (London, New York, Paris), by country (ex. England, Wales, Russia), 

Anglican Church, Roman Catholic Church, Freemasons, Scotland Yard. 

Standard:  Fill out a simple, common form correctly. 

One Penalty:  Fill out forms for more complex requests. 

Two Penalty:  Complete a request that requires forms forwarded to multiple agencies. 

Three Penalty: Complete a request that requires multiple complex forms to multiple agencies. 

Four Penalty:  Identify the correct agency or person to apply to expedite a request, or to appeal denial. 

Five Penalty:  Navigate the most intimidating of red tape. 

Related Skills: Other Bureaucracy skills, Etiquette matching the bureaucracy skill. 

Chemistry:  Skill in identifying chemical compounds and components and in conducting experiments and 

reactions.  Use to indentify a chemical by taste, touch, or smell.  Use to identify chemical equipment 

such as burners and flasks, and to identify possible reactions from the available equipment or from a 

remaining by product. 

Standard: Identify or name common chemical compounds, reagent, and reactants. 

One Penalty: Conduct simple reactions involving minimal equipment and two reactants. 

Two Penalty: Identify rare compounds. 

Three Penalty: Conduct more complex reactions involving complex equipment, multiple reactants, or 

dangerous reagents. 

Four Penalty: Conduct a reaction involving both complex equipment and multiple reactants or 

dangerous reagents. 

Five Penalty: Conduct extremely difficult reactions involving complex and dangerous equipment, 

multiple reactants, and dangerous and rare reagents. 

Related Skills: Physics. 

Criminal Knowledge:  Represents knowledge of local criminal organizations, their members, and their 

methods.  Use to determine probable location or contact to obtain illicit goods or services.  May also be 

used to identify  

Standard: Identify commonly known local crime figures. 

One Penalty: Identify a local place or contact for common illicit goods. 

Two Penalty: Identify lesser known local crime figures. 

Three Penalty: Identify a local place or contact for uncommon illicit goods. 

Four Penalty: Identify obscure local crime figures; identify local contact for rare illicit goods; identify 



commonly known crime figures in other locales. 

Five Penalty: Identify lesser known crime figures in other locales or identify place or contact for illicit 

goods in other locales. 

Special: If used to determine the right places or contacts to ask questions about a piece of information 

Related Skills: Criminal Knowledge, Etiquette (Criminal). 

Deduction: Skill in piecing together disparate pieces of information or clues to draw a conclusion.  Often 

used to determine the manner or method of a crime, or to draw conclusions on the identity of the 

perpetrator. 

Standard: Piece together a conclusion with multiple distinct clues. 

One Penalty: Piece together a conclusion with several distinct clues 

Two Penalty: Piece together a conclusion with multiple obscure clues. 

Three Penalty: Piece together a conclusion with several obscure clues, or three or fewer distinct clues. 

Four Penalty: Piece together a conclusion with three or fewer obscure clues or a single distinct clue. 

Five Penalty: Piece together a conclusion with a single obscure clue. 

Related Skills: Chemistry, Physics, Psychology. 

Engineering: The skill in applying scientific principles to the design of structures such as buildings, 

bridges, and roadways.  Roll for determining force required to destroy structures, for estimating time 

spent on construction, identifying building materials, and for designing structures. 

Standard: Identify a common structure and its components. 

One Penalty: Design a simple structure. 

Two Penalty: Design a functional common structure. 

Three Penalty: Design a complex structure using common features. 

Four Penalty: Design a complex structure with unique functional features. 

Five Penalty: Incredible feats of engineering such as major bridges. 

Related Skills: Architecture, Invention, Physics, Technical Knowledges, Repair. 

Forensics: The skill in using available physical biological evidence to determine conclusion about time, 

manner, or method of death or injury. 

Standard: Draw simple conclusions from clear, readily apparent evidence. 

One Penalty: Connect conclusions from less obvious evidence. 

Two Penalty: Draw conclusions from evidence which has misleading elements. 

Three Penalty: Draw conclusions from misleading evidence. 

Four Penalty: Draw conclusions from misleading and contradictory evidence 

Five Penalty: Draw conclusions from extremely obscure misleading and contradictory evidence. 

Related Skills: Deduction, Medical Knowledge, Treatment (Simple or Advanced). 



Genetics: The study of the passing of traits through generations and the similarity thereof.  Roll to 

estimate closeness of relation between humans or species, to identify evolutionary ancestors, or to 

determine genetic predisposition towards a disease or condition. 

Standard: Verify points of similarity between twins. 

One Penalty: Recognize kinship between members of an immediate family. 

Two Penalty: Recognize kinship between cousins. 

Three Penalty: Determine in general terms what the offspring of two individuals would look like. 

Four Penalty: Recognize familial traits in two distantly related people. 

Five Penalty: Recognize and delineate kinship and relative distance between distantly related people. 

Related Skills: Biology, Medical Knowledge, Zoology. 

Invention: Requires at least one Repair at this level or higher.  The skill in applying Technical Knowledge 

to creating new devices.  Typically can only be used in areas for which you have the appropriate 

Technical Knowledge skill and or Repair.  Use requires several days for simple patterns, or several weeks 

or months for more complex patterns.  Requires access to a work space, tools, and materials to 

experiment with—the majority of which will be ruined in the process. 

Standard: Create a simple new pattern. 

One Penalty: Construct a simple new device. 

Two Penalty: Create a new pattern of average complexity. 

Three Penalty: Construct a new device of average complexity. 

Four Penalty: Create a new complex pattern. 

Five Penalty: Construct a new complex device. 

Related Skills:  Engineering, Repair. 

Language:  Multiple.  The skill with any language spoken or written.  All characters are considered fluent 

in their home language despite having no ranks in it.  Usually no roll is required when dealing with a 

language you have ranks in.  For the first three ranks you must select written or spoken representing 

differing levels of competence 1 poor, 2 average, 3 competent.  Ranks 4 through 6 represent 

competency in the other discipline.  Ranks 7 through 10 represent truly masterful explorations of the 

written and spoken word in the tongue you have chosen. 

Some languages include:  Amharic, Arabic, Aramaic, Arawak,Armenian, Cantonese, Cherokee, Coptic, 

Dutch, English, Esperanto, Farsi, French, German, Greek, Hebrew, Hieroglyphs, Hindi, Irish, Italian, 

Japanese, Korean, Latin, Mandarin, Malagasy, Maori, Mayan Script, Navajo, Portuguese, Russian, 

Samoan, Sanskrit, Shona, Slavonic, Spanish, Swahili, Tagalog, Tamil, Thai, Turkish, Welsh, Zulu. 

Standard:  Read a simple passage in a closely related language to one you possess (Spanish-Portuguese). 

One Penalty:  Read a more complex passage in a closely related language to one you possess. 

Two Penalty:  Read a simple passage in a related language to one you possess (Spanish-Latin) or 

understand a spoken phrase in a closely related language. 



Three Penalty:  Read a more complex passage in a related language to one you possess. 

Four Penalty:  Understand a spoken phrase in a related language. 

Five Penalty:  Read a simple passage in a language very distantly related to one you possess (Spanish-

Sanskrit). 

Related Skills:  Other languages. 

Law:  The study and practice of law.  Use this skill when looking for a question of law, or unearthing legal 

maneuvers to assist in a court case. 

Standard:  Identify commonly known local laws. 

One Penalty: Identify commonly known federal laws of foreign countries. 

Two Penalty: Apply common local laws; identify obscure local laws. 

Three Penalty: Apply obscure local laws; apply common federal foreign laws; identify state/territory and 

municipal laws in foreign locations. 

Four Penalty: Apply obscure laws in foreign locations. 

Five Penalty:  The most arcane and absurd of loopholes can be remembered and applied at this level. 

Related Skills: Bureaucracy (for corresponding government agency), Etiquette (Courtroom), Tactics 

(Courtroom) 

Medical Knowledge:  Knowledge of anatomy and diseases separate from the practice of treatment.  Use 

only when dealing with an academic issue or question or as a default for treatment, simple.  For actual 

practice use treatment, simple or treatment, advanced as appropriate. 

Standard:  Identify the most common pieces of anatomy and diseases. 

One Penalty:  Name all the major bones of the body. 

Two Penalty:  Name all the teeth in the human mouth. 

Three Penalty:  Name the major systems in the body and which organs relate to each. 

Four Penalty:  Name all the smallest bones in the body. 

Five Penalty:  Name the ligaments which connect all the bones in the body. 

Related Skills:  Treatment, Simple; Biology. 

Navigation: The skill in locating direction and following maps, charts, or other indicators to travel 

overland across long distances. 

Standard: Navigate to a location within a day’s travel with a map and compass or appropriate 

equipment. 

One Penalty: Navigate to a location within a day’s travel with a map.  

Two Penalty: Navigate to a location within a week’s travel with map and compass. 

Three Penalty: Navigate to locations with poor quality map; naval navigation with proper equipment. 

Four Penalty: Navigate extreme distances with no map. 

Five Penalty: Naval navigation without proper equipment. 



Related Skills: Astronomy, Track. 

Physics:  The study of the way things work in the world.  Disciplines include mechanics, acoustics, optics, 

thermodynamics, and electromagnetism. 

Standard:   The simplest of natural principles and problems; the direction something might fall or how 

much energy is needed to power a simple machine. 

One Penalty:  Introductory or first year college problems; the speed something might fall given its weight 

and distance or the amount a sound might be muffled by a given insulation material. 

Two Penalty:  Higher level problems such as a third or fourth year university student would compute; 

judging the weight of an item by the splatter it made upon impact after a fall. 

Three Penalty:  Problems the equivalent of a college graduate. 

Four Penalty:  Problems only a PHD candidate could hope to solve or ascertain. 

Five Penalty:  Even other lettered Physicists are occasionally stumped by this level of problem. 

Psychology: The skill in analyzing and identifying mental functions, behavior, and mental disorders.  Use 

to diagnose mental conditions, to ascertain motives, or to deduce the possible behavior of a known 

individual in a given situation. 

Standard: Deduce likely course of action of a well-known individual. 

One Penalty: Diagnose common mental illnesses presenting typical symptoms. 

Two Penalty: Deduce the likely course of action of an individual after extended periods of observation. 

Three Penalty: Deduce the likely course of action of an individual after short periods observation. 

Four Penalty: Diagnose rare mental conditions or common conditions presenting uncommon symptoms. 

Five Penalty: Deduce the likely course of action of an individual based only on hearsay. 

Related Skills: Biology, Genetics, Medical Knowledge. 

Repair: Multiple.  Requires corresponding Technical Knowledge at an equal level.  Typically requires a 

work area, appropriate tools, and possibly replacement parts.  Steam Devices skill requires the Steam 

Mechanic advantage. 

Some Repairs Include: Automobiles, Electrics, Firearms, Horse Drawn Vehicles, Plumbing, Railroads, 

Steam Devices*, Steam Engines, Watercraft. 

Standard: Repair a simple problem on a simple device. 

One Penalty: Repair a complex problem on a simple device. 

Two Penalty: Repair a simple problem on a complex device. 

Three Penalty: Build a simple device from scratch. 

Four Penalty: Repair a complex problem on a complex device. 

Five Penalty: Build a complex device from scratch. 

Related Skills: Other Repairs, Corresponding Technical Knowledge. 

 



Street Knowledge:  Multiple.  Knowledge of the various disreputable, rougher sides of life.  Roll to 

identify safe and unsafe areas of a city, the likely place to purchase illicit goods, or which pawn brokers 

are likely not to ask questions. 

Variations: By City (London, New York, Paris). 

Standard:  Identify the most notorious slums in the city. 

One Penalty:  Discern where to find common, illicit goods and services such as an opium den. 

Two Penalty:  Recognize hand signals and body language discerning street thugs from other youths and 

prostitutes from more reputable women. 

Three Penalty:  Identify from a description a particular notorious underworld figure. 

Four Penalty:  Identify a pawn broker from the smallest discernible brokerage mark. 

Five Penalty:  Deduce where to find an exceptionally rare illicit item. 

Related Skills:  Criminal Knowledge, Etiquette (Criminal). 

Tactics:  The study and execution of tactical maneuvers for a particular mode of combat or a particular 

variety of game.  Strategy. 

Variations: - Board Game, Cavalry, Campaign, Courtroom, Dogfighting, Fencing, Infantry, Gambling 

Games, Naval, Pugilism, Sport. 

Board Game:  The tactics of any game involving pieces and a board such as backgammon, chess, or go. 

Cavalry:  Tactics for horse mounted combatants. 

Campaign:  Strategy of larger scale military excursions including massive troop movement across 

continents. 

Courtroom:  Strategies used in legal maneuvering to gain advantage in civil or criminal court 

proceedings. 

Dogfighting:  Aerial combat tactics for mono-planes, bi-planes, tri-planes, and dirigibles. 

Fencing:  The tactics and maneuvers involving sword and melee combat. 

Infantry:  The tactics of foot soldiers armed with typical military gear. 

Gambling Games:  The strategy for use in various card and die games contingent on the wagering of 

currency. 

Naval:  Tactics for river, sea, and ocean going vessels and warships. 

Pugilism:  Tactics for use in organized boxing matches as well as in hand to hand fighting of all varieties. 

Sport:  Strategy for games involving gross physical movement such as cricket, football, and rugby. 



Standard:  Recognize a common gambit such as infantry seeking high ground or the “four move mate” in 

chess.  

One Penalty:   Notice a move in advance telegraphed slightly. 

Two Penalty:  Identify all the varieties and possible pieces available to an opponent.  Deduce the 

numbers and positions of enemy troops based on three or fewer known positions. 

Three Penalty:  Recognize an open move which supplies a one die bonus to your defense. 

Four Penalty:  Recognize an available option which supplies a one die bonus to your attack. 

Five Penalty:  Notice a move or scheme planned well in advance with little hint at its existence. 

Related Skills:  Each tactics skill is related to other tactics skills and Command.  In addition, Courtroom 

tactics is elated to Justice and Law.  Fencing is related to Melee Weapons.  Gaming Games is related to 

Gambling.  Pugilism is related to unarmed combat. 

Technical Knowledge:  

Some Technical Knowledges Include: Automobiles, Electrics, Firearms, Horse Drawn Vehicles, Plumbing, 

Railroads, Steam Devices*, Steam Engines, Watercraft.  Steam Devices requires the Steam Mechanic 

advantage. 

Standard:  

One Penalty:  

Two Penalty: 

Three Penalty: 

Four Penalty: 

Five Penalty: 

Track:  The skill of following a quarry by looking for trail marks, misplaced objects, foot prints and other 

signs. 

Standard:   Track a vehicle or large creature over muddy terrain, snow, or other surfaces with discernible 

footprints. 

One Penalty:  Follow a small creature with obvious footprints, or a large creature or vehicle through a 

forested area or other terrain with less obvious signs.  

Two Penalty:  Track a small creature through a forest or terrain with less obvious signs. 

Three Penalty:  Follow a vehicle or large creature over a plains or hard dirt surfaces. 

Four Penalty:  Follow a small creature across the plains, hard dirt surfaces or follow a large creature or 

vehicle through a city or across a river or stream. 

Five Penalty:  Follow a small creature through a city or across rivers and streams. 

Related Skills: Psychology, Navigation. 

Treatment, Simple:  Requires Medical Knowledge of at least the same rank as this skill.  Represents 

simple skills in standard medical practices.  First aid and simple general medicine. 



Standard:  Stop a simple bleed.  

One Penalty:   Diagnose a simple illness. 

Two Penalty:  Set a simple fracture. 

Three Penalty:  Stop sever bleeding; set a tourniquet. 

Four Penalty:  Diagnose an unusual illness with distinct symptoms. 

Five Penalty:  Set a compound fracture. 

Treatment, Advanced:  Requires Treatment, Simple of at least the same rank as this skill.  Represents 

advanced medical practices such as surgery and specialized practices. 

Standard: Diagnose an unusual illness or a common illness presenting unusual symptoms. 

One Penalty:   Perform simple, sub-surgical procedures. 

Two Penalty:  Diagnose a rare illness or an unusual illness presenting unusual symptoms. 

Three Penalty:  Perform a simple surgery. 

Four Penalty:  Diagnose a rare illness presenting unusual symptoms. 

Five Penalty:  Perform complicated surgery. 

Zoology: The skill in studying and identifying animals and their physiology. 

Standard:   Discern the differences between subspecies and breeds of similar animals. 

One Penalty:  Identify uncommon species indigenous to the region you are from or specialize in. 

Two Penalty: Identify rare species indigenous to the region you are from or specialize in or common 

species from exotic locales. 

Three Penalty:  Identify uncommon species from exotic locales. 

Four Penalty:  Identify rare species from exotic locales. 

Five Penalty: Identify an animal by only a single bone, or skin. 

Related Skills:  Biology, Genetics. 

Physical Skills 
Acrobatics:  Use this skill for complicated jumps, flips, and rolls.  This skill represents the ability in both 

the abstract use of body control while in motion, as well as the artistry in putting on impressive 

performances with such tricks. 

Standard:  A simple somersault or cartwheel. 

One Penalty:   A standard back flip. 

Two Penalty:  A standard front flip or a back flip with a twist. 

Three Penalty:  A front flip with a twist. 

Four Penalty:  A double flip. 

Five Penalty:  A triple flip. 

Reduce Falling damage:  Roll acrobatics to soften a fall from great heights.  Each success reduces 

damage taken by 1 die before the damage roll. 



Related Skills:  Balance, Dodge, Jump. 

Balance:  The innate skill of staying upright on your feet regardless of distractions and obstacles.   

Standard:  Walk on a wide, low raised platform. 

One Penalty:  Walk across a low , foot wide platform or run across a wide, low raised platform. 

Two Penalty:  Run across a wide, high platform or a low, foot wide platform. 

Three Penalty:  Run across a high, foot wide platform. 

Four Penalty:  Walk across a tight rope. 

Five Penalty:  Run across a tight rope. 

Related Skills:  Acrobatics, Concentration. 

Climb:  Movement.  The ability to climb, whether up walls and structures or mountains and natural 

features.  Roll a check at the end of each 50 meters climbed to continue climbing adding a cumulative 

penalty at the end of every 100 meters.  In a single round each success on a climb check converts to 3 

meters travelled. 

Standard: Climb with equipment on mountains of average slope. 

One Penalty: Climb with equipment on steep mountains. 

Two Penalty: Climb with equipment on vertical surfaces such as walls; climb without equipment on 

mountains of average slope. 

Three Penalty: Climb without equipment on steep mountains. 

Four Penalty: Climb without equipment on vertical surfaces with numerous hand and footholds. 

Five Penalty: Climb without equipment on vertical surfaces with few hand and footholds. 

Concentration:  Skill and ability in focusing and controlling your breathing, metabolism, and body.  Roll 

when you need to focus to accomplish a task.  May be required as a secondary roll when external 

circumstances make any other task more difficult, such as to ignore extreme heat, cold, distracting 

sounds, act normally under the effects of a drug or alcohol, or avoid negative effects of other 

environmental factors. 

Standard:  Calming your heart rate and focusing in normal circumstances. 

One Penalty:  Ignore the penalty of a distracting sound or light. 

Two Penalty:  Ignore penalties for minor pain, a minor alcohol buzz, or very loud noise. 

Three Penalty:  Ignore penalties for extreme noise or light, for moderate pain or moderate drunkenness. 

Four Penalty:  Ignore the penalties for strong pain, for extreme drunkenness or for stronger intoxicants. 

Five Penalty:  Ignore penalties in the most extreme situations for distraction, intoxication, and pain. 

Dodge:  Defensive.  The skill in dodging attacks in combat, or dodging incoming objects.  If used in 

combat to generate a defense pool the defense pool may be used to defend against both physical and 

reflexive attacks. 

Endurance:  The ability to endure physically, either from pain, exhaustion, or injury. 



Special:  In combat Endurance is one of the skills that can be used to stay active after taking successive 

or traumatic wounds.  See Chapter 6 for difficulty modifiers depending on the amount of damage taken. 

Special:  When used to substitute for any related skill for continuing, use the full Skill bonus instead of 

the cross-skill bonus. 

Related Skills:  Climb, Run, Swim. 

Hide:  Ability to hide objects, other persons, and yourself.  Use to generate a defense pool against the 

Perception skill. 

Standard:   Hiding under normal circumstances, when cover and concealment are available. 

One Penalty:  Hiding in a darkened room with concealment but no cover. 

Two Penalty:  Hiding in a well lit room with concealment but no cover. 

Three Penalty:  Hiding in a darkened area with minimal concealment. 

Four Penalty:  Hiding in a well lit room with minimal concealment. 

Five Penalty:  Hiding in the slimmest dark area or practically in plain view. 

Related Skills:  Stealth. 

Jump:  Movement.  The skill in jumping either vertically or horizontally, usually with a running start.  

Each success on an attempt at a long jump equates to 3 meters travelled.  Each success on an attempt to 

jump horizontally equates to one meter jumped.  Penalties listed below are cumulative with each other 

(except weight penalties which use the highest applicable penalty.) 

Standard:  Long or high jump with a running start and without equipment. 

One Penalty:  Leaping over a wall or gap that requires both distance and height. 

Two Penalty:  Carrying one third your weight or more. 

Three Penalty:  Carrying one half your weight or more. 

Four Penalty:  Carrying three quarters your weight or more. 

Five Penalty:  Unable to get a running start. 

Related Skills:  Acrobatics, Run. 

Lift:  Use to lift heavy objects, or to carry a cumulative load for an extended time. 

Standard:  Lift up to half your weight over your head briefly, or carry one third your weight for an 

extended period.  

One Penalty:   Lift up to two thirds your weight over your head briefly. 

Two Penalty:  Carry one half your weight for an extended period. 

Three Penalty:  Lift up to three quarters of your weight over your head briefly or carry two thirds your 

weight for an extended period. 

Four Penalty:  Lift your weight over your head briefly or carry three quarters of your weight for an 

extended period. 

Five Penalty:  Lift one and a half times your weight over your head briefly. 



Related Skills:  Endurance. 

Melee Weapons:  Defensive.  Multiple.  Skill in attacking and blocking with melee weapons.  Add your 

bonus dice in this skill to damage when you successfully hit in combat.  If used to generate a defense 

pool it defends against melee weapons, unarmed attacks, and thrown weapons.  Penalties are 

cumulative when applicable. 

Axes:  Used for axes, battle axes, and hatchets. 

Hammers:  Used for any variety of bludgeoning weapon with a heavy striking end and a handle including 

sledge hammers, maces, morning stars, and mauls. 

Chain Weapons:  Use for flails and other chain weapons such as the Japanese Kusiri-gami. 

Knives:  Use for any cutting or stabbing blade up to three feet in length. 

Pole-arms:  Use for any variety of pole-ax, halberd or other weapons consisting of a long shaft and a 

chopping edge. 

Spears:  Use for any variety and length of spear from a short javelin to longer weapons with a long shaft 

and a stabbing or piercing head. 

Staves:  Use for staves, clubs, and any other bludgeoning weapons that are generally the same along the 

length of the weapon including quarter staves, walking sticks, and billy clubs. 

Swords (one handed):  Use for any long bladed weapon over three feet in length but light and balanced 

for use in a single hand including traditional fencing weapons such as the rapier, cutlass, and sabre. 

Swords (two handed):  Use for any bladed weapon too large to use in one hand or balanced for use in 

two hands including traditional claymores and the like. 

Standard:  Make an attack roll. 

One Penalty: Attack with a damaged, dulled, or improperly balanced weapon. 

Two Penalty:  Called shot other than the head. 

Three Penalty: Attack with an improvised weapon. 

Four Penalty: Double damage rolled. 

Five Penalty:  Called shot to the head. 

Related Skills:  Other melee weapons, unarmed attacks, thrown weapons. 

Run:  Movement.  The ability to run in either short fast bursts or for longer durations.  Used in chase 

rules as described in chapter six.  Roll a check at the end of each mile run to continue running adding a 

cumulative penalty at the end of every five miles.  In a single round each success on a running check 

converts to 10 meters travelled.  Use this as the skill for walking and other variations on running. 

Related Skills:  Endurance. 

Stealth:  Defensive.  The skill of moving and performing actions quietly to surprise foes or remain 

undetected.  Use to generate a defensive pool against the Perception skill.  Rolled as part of a movement 

or as an additional role when taking another action. 



Standard:  Walking with the benefits of darkness or a crowd to cover your movements. 

One Penalty:  Moving quickly. 

Two Penalty:  Running. 

Three Penalty:  Running in a bright, open area or on a surface that is especially noisy. 

Four Penalty:  Jumping or making acrobatics maneuvers. 

Five Penalty:  Jumping or making acrobatics maneuvers on a surface that is especially noisy. 

Related Skills:  Hide. 

Swim:  Movement.  Skill in swimming through water using a variety of strokes and techniques.  Penalties 

for weight and water condition are cumulative.  You cannot swim carrying more than half your weight.  

Used in chase rules as described in chapter six.  Roll a check at the end of each mile swam to continue 

swimming adding a cumulative penalty at the end of every mile.  In a single round each success on a 

swim check converts to 10 meters travelled 

Standard:  Wearing appropriate swimming gear and carrying virtually no equipment; calm water in a 

pool or exceptionally calm pond. 

One Penalty:  Wearing typical clothing; lake or bay on a calm day. 

Two Penalty:  Wearing heavy clothing or carrying one eighth your weight; lake or bay on a day with 

average winds. 

Three Penalty:  Carrying one quarter your weight; lake or bay on a windy day or open water on a calm 

day. 

Four Penalty:  Carrying one third your weight; lake or bay in a storm, open water on a day with average 

winds, or river on a calm day. 

Five Penalty:  Carrying half your weight; open water on a windy day or river on a day with average 

winds. 

Six Penalty:  Open water or river in windy or storm conditions. 

Related Skills:  Endurance. 

Thrown Weapons:  The skill in throwing any of a wide variety of weapons balanced for throwing 

including knives, darts, axes, shuriken.  Add your bonus dice in this skill to damage when you successfully 

hit in combat.  Penalties are cumulative when applicable. 

Axes:  Use for throwing axes, hatchets, and tomahawks. 

Ball: Use for throwing any spherical object including balls, grenades, and flasks. 

Darts: Use for throwing darts including game darts and larger weapon designed darts. 

Knives: Use for throwing knives and daggers. 

Shuriken: Use for throwing stars and any other similar rounded throwing devices. 

Standard:  Make an attack roll. 

One Penalty:  Weapon thrown not correctly balanced or designed for throwing. 

Two Penalty:  Called shot other than the head. 

Three Penalty:  Improvised weapon (throwing a chair or heavy rock). 



Four Penalty: Double damage rolled. 

Five Penalty:  Called shot to the head. 

Related Skills:  Melee Weapons as appropriate for item thrown. 

Unarmed Fighting: Mupltiple.  Defensive.  Skill in attacking with hands, feet, and other body parts.  Use 

for attack rolls, for grappling and subduing attempts, as well as for designing new martial arts.  Add 

bonus dice to damage.  Damage listed with type of unarmed combat.  Grapples and other special move 

do not deal damage unless indicated.  Difficulty penalties for more complex forms apply.  Penalties are 

cumulative when appropriate.  When used to generate a defense pool defends against armed and 

unarmed attacks and thrown weapons. 

Karate: 3 damage; 2 difficulty. Asian martial art focused on kicks, jabs, and chops.  Reduce penalties for 

called shots by one. 

Jujutsu: 2 damage; 2 difficulty.  Asian martial art focused on throws and grapples.  Roll for simple 

grapples at no penalty and complex grapples at a two penalty. 

Pugilism: 3 damage.  Skill in punching or boxing whether from a brawling street background or regulated 

ring boxing.  May deal double damage for a three penalty instead of the usual four. 

Wrestling: 1 damage.  Skill in grappling and take down maneuvers from any of many folk and 

professional sources.  Roll for simple grapples at no penalty and complex grapples at a two penalty. 

Standard: Make an attack roll. 

One Penalty: Simple grappling moves. 

Two Penalty: Called shot to other than the head. 

Three Penalty: Complex grappling moves such as arm bars and choke holds. 

Four Penalty: Double damage dealt. 

Five Penalty: Called shot to the head. 

Reflexive Skills 
Animal Riding: Movement.  Skill in riding animals either with a saddle and harness or without.  Most 

often used on horses, but may be used for other beasts of burden such as Donkeys, Mules, and Camels.  

In combat travel 20 meters per success.  The animal must have been previously trained for the purpose 

of movement which you are attempting.  A poorly or untrained animal adds one or two to the difficulty 

modifier. 

Standard: Walk or trot. 

One Penalty: Cantor. 

Two Penalty: Gallop. 

Three Penalty: Simple jumps. 

Four Penalty: Complex jumps. 

Five Penalty: Show maneuvers such as Dressage. 

Related Skills: Animal Handling, Animal Training. 



Demolitions: The skill in setting and using explosives including TNT, dynamite, and homemade explosive 

devices.  Use both for setting, designing, building, and igniting explosives.  For thrown explosives use 

Thrown Weapons (Balls).  Add bonus dice to damage of the explosion. 

Standard: Set a simple pre-constructed explosive device. 

One Penalty: Set a complex pre-constructed explosive device. 

Two Penalty: Modify a pre-constructed explosive device. 

Three Penalty: Construct a simple explosive device. 

Four Penalty: Construct a complex explosive device. 

Five Penalty: Construct a complex series of linked explosive devices capable of being set off with a single 

action. 

Related Skills: Engineering, Technical Knowledge (Electrics), Repair (Electrics) 

Driving: Skill in controlling land based vehicles whether animal drawn or powered by other methods 

such as automobiles.   

Automobile: Use for all combustion, diesel, and steam driven road cars. 

Carriage: Use for large wheeled vehicles drawn by teams of two horses. 

Coach: Use for extremely large vehicles drawn by large teams of horses such as American Stage coaches 

and cabriolets. 

Railcar: Use for any locomotives, trolleys, and other fixed course land vehicles. 

Sleigh: Use for horse drawn vehicles mounted on runners instead of wheels. 

Trap: Use for small single horse drawn vehicles. 

Wagon: Use for large wheeled vehicles drawn by oxen or other heavy animals.  Larger than carriages, 

typically used for hauling goods rather than people. 

Standard: Typical pace on smooth terrain and roads. 

One Penalty: Driving fast on smooth terrain and roads. 

Two Penalty: Driving slow on uneven or poorly maintained roads. 

Three Penalty: Driving fast on uneven roads; driving very fast on smooth roads; driving off road. 

Four Penalty: Driving slow on icy, slick, extremely muddy, or flooded roads. 

Five Penalty: Driving fast on icy, slick, extremely muddy, or flooded roads. 

Related Skills: Other Driving skills; Animal Riding. 

Lock Pick: Skill in using slender metal objects to open locked doors or objects.  Use for traditional lock 

picking as well as safe cracking.  Typically requires a full minute per difficulty.  Penalties are cumulative 

when applicable. 

Standard: Pick a simple lock given proper tools. 

One Penalty: Penalty for improvised, improper, or missing tools. 

Two Penalty: Penalty for attempting to hurry—each attempt takes 20 seconds. 

Three Penalty: Crack a typical safe. 



Four Penalty: Pick complex, well-crafted locks. 

Five Penalty Crack a bank safe. 

Related Skills: Prestidigitation. 

Perception: Defensive.  Skill in noticing things.  Use to detect using any sense—sight, sound, taste, smell, 

and touch.  Usually use does not require an action.  If spending an entire round to focus on one sense, 

reduce penalties by two.  Penalties are cumulative when applicable.  When used to generate a defensive 

pool defends against Hide, Stealth, and Pickpocketing. 

Standard: Hear a loud noise; see a large bright object; smell an overwhelming odor. 

One Penalty: Hear an average noise; see large, dull objects; smell a strong odor. 

Two Penalty: Hear a muffled noise; see medium sized objects; smell an average odor. 

Three Penalty: Hear a faint noise; see small objects; smell a faint odor. 

Four Penalty: Hear a very faint noise; see tiny objects; smell a very faint odor. 

Five Penalty: Notice all but the most imperceptible of noises, objects, or odors. 

Special: In rain, fog, or other bad weather increase the difficulty by two. 

Special: When trying to spot an object amongst many, determine a specific sound from many, or pick 

out a particular odor from many increases the difficulty by three. 

Related Skills: Intuition. 

Pickpocketing: Skill in retrieving objet unnoticed from on another characters person, or at palming and 

concealing small objects unnoticed from a room.  

Standard: Pick a standard pocketbook. 

One Penalty: Pick a standard pocketbook in a situation with little to distract your target. 

Two Penalty: Pick an object smaller than a typical pocketbook or wallet. 

Three Penalty: Palm an object while being observed directly unnoticed. 

Four Penalty: Pick a chained wallet or pocket watch. 

Five Penalty: Pick a chained wallet while being directly observed. 

Related Skills: Prestidigitation. 

Piloting: Skill in controlling non-land vehicles including watercraft, dirigibles, and airplanes.  Penalties 

are cumulative when applicable.  Note: Airplanes and dirigibles were extremely rare and most would be 

considered anachronistic steam devices during the 1890s.  They did not become common until World 

War I. 

Airplane: Use for any winged aircraft that are not lighter than air.  Usually Steam Devices. 

Canoe: Use for small oar driven vessels including canoes, kayaks, and rowboats. 

Dirigible: Use for balloons, blimps, zeppelins, and other lighter than air vessels. 

Sailing: Use for yachts and small sail driven vessels of all kinds. 



Steamship: Use for any steam powered riverboats and paddleboats. 

Warship: Use for any large military ocean going vessels as well as ocean freighters. 

Standard: No weather conditions. 

One Penalty: Light breeze or choppy waters. 

Two Penalty: Night or other limited visibility; perform stunt flying such as barrel rolls or loops. 

Three Penalty: Rain, strong winds, or  

Four Penalty: A strong storm; black out conditions with less than a meter visibility. 

Five Penalty: Pilot in hurricane level winds and waves. 

Related Skills: Other piloting. 

Prestidigitation: Skill at sleight of hand and small hand movements.  Used for illusions, card tricks, 

cheating at cards and other situations where quick, deft motions are required. 

Standard: Palm a small object unnoticed.  

One Penalty: Run a simple card trick or such as three card Monte. 

Two Penalty: Perform more complicated tricks. 

Three Penalty: Palm objects as large as your hand unnoticed. 

Four Penalty: Perform sleight of hand tricks while being directly observed. 

Five Penalty: The most masterful sleight of hand performance may require this level. 

Related Skills: Pick pocket. 

Ranged Weapons:  Skill in attacking with firearms and other ranged weapons.  Damage dealt is 

determined by the weapon.  Add bonus dice to damage.  Penalties are cumulative as appropriate. 

Archery: Use for both long bows and crossbows. 

Cannons: Use for cannons and artillery guns.  Incur range penalties at 300, 500, and 1000 meters instead 

of the normal distances. 

Rifles: Any long barreled weapons with rifled bores. 

Pistols: Any handheld firearm that can be fired with a single hand.  Incurs range penalties at 30, 50, and 

100 meters instead of the normal distances. 

Muskets: Any long barreled weapons without rifled bores.  May attempt to hit two targets close 

together at an additional 2 Penalty. 

Standard:  Make an attack roll. 

One Penalty:  Target outside of 30 meters; reduced visibility. 

Two Penalty:  Called shot other than the head. 

Three Penalty:  Target outside 100 meters; conditions with extremely limited visibility. 

Four Penalty: Double damage rolled; target outside 300 meters. 

Five Penalty:  Called shot to the head. 

Related skills: Other ranged weapons, thrown weapons, Perception. 



Search: The skill in looking for a specific object, searching a designated area for clues of things out of 

place, or scanning a crowd visually to find a particular or variety of person.  A typical search requires 

several minutes, and moving objects which might disturb unfound clues.  Penalties are cumulative when 

appropriate. 

Standard: Find a lost object within a known area with appropriate time and ability to move objects. 

One Penalty: Find a lost object within a suspected area with appropriate time and ability to move 

objects. 

Two Penalty: Conduct a search without moving objects, such as when preserving a crime scene. 

Three Penalty: Conduct a hasty search in less than a minute. 

Four Penalty: Find a small object in a very large area such as a needle in a haystack. 

Five Penalty: Spot an object at a glance. 

Related Skills: Intuition, Perception. 

Social Skills 
Act: Skill in pretending to be someone you are not.  Use for both performances as well as playing a part 

for part of a scam or other set up. 

Standard: Pretend to be a character that is very similar to you. 

One Penalty: Pretend to be a character that has a complex backstory but is similar to you. 

Two Penalty: Pretend to be a character that is strongly dissimilar to you. 

Three Penalty: Pretend to be a character that has a complex backstory and is strong dissimilar to you. 

Four Penalty: Pretend to be a character of a different ethnic background or gender. 

Five Penalty: Masterful performances moving crowds to tears require this level. 

Related Skills:  Bluff, Charm. 

Administration: The skill in running business, estates, and organizations.  One week is typically handled 

by a single roll representing anywhere between 30 and 60 total hours of effort spent on the roll. 

Standard: A small company or estate typically consisting of a staff of 5 or fewer. 

One Penalty: An average sized organization consisting of a staff of 10 or fewer. 

Two Penalty: A moderate sized staff of 25 or fewer. 

Three Penalty: A large staff of 50 or more. 

Four Penalty: A massive organization of 100 or more members. 

Five Penalty: The largest of organizations such as nations, worldwide churches, and multinational 

corporations. 

Related Skills: Bureaucracy, Management. 

Appraise: The skill in determining the value of an object.  Use for determining or estimating values of 

jewelry, works of art, animals, and real property, and any other items. 



Standard: Place a value on an object with which you are familiar. 

One Penalty: Place a value on an uncommon object such as a unique piece of jewelry. 

Two Penalty: Place a value on works of art which derive most of their value from taste rather than  

Three Penalty: Place value on a plot of land or piece of real property. 

Four Penalty: Place a value on a company or other property of other than physical value. 

Five Penalty: Place value on exceptional properties, and unique pieces of art or jewelry such as valuing 

masterpieces or otherwise invaluable objects. 

Related Skills: Bargain, Bluff. 

Bargain: Skill in bartering or in finding a deal at less than market or list price.  Difficulty is determined by 

how much lower you intend to attempt to pay and by the overall value of the object.  Penalties are 

cumulative when appropriate. 

Standard: Pay 90% list price; objects worth no more than a quarter week’s pay. 

One Penalty: Pay 80% list price; objects worth more than half a week’s pay. 

Two Penalty: Pay 75% list price; objects worth up to a week’s pay. 

Three Penalty: Pay 70% list price; objects worth up to one month’s pay. 

Four Penalty: Pay 65% list price; objects worth up to one year’s pay. 

Five Penalty: Pay 60% list price; objects worth more than one year’s pay. 

Related Skills: Appraise, Bluff. 

Bluff: Skill in convincing others that lies and falsehoods you are speaking are true. 

Standard: Tell a simple lie to a casual acquaintance or person you just met. 

One Penalty: Tell a complex lie to a casual acquaintance or person you just met. 

Two Penalty: Tell a simple lie to a person you know well. 

Three Penalty: Tell a complex lie to a person you know well. 

Four Penalty: Convince anyone a fact they know to be true is false or a fact they know to be false is true. 

Five Penalty: Convince someone who knows you well of an outlandish lie such as convincing your own 

mother that she hallucinated your birth and life and that you are merely a figment of her imagination. 

Related Skills: Act. 

Bribe: Skill in determining the correct amount to pay for a bribe and convincing a person to take what is 

offered.  May substitute for Bureaucracy and Law rolls without penalty (though it will cost you).   

Standard: Bribe a corrupt official at full price. 

One Penalty: Bribe a corrupt official at 75% of his normal asking price. 

Two Penalty: Bribe an ordinary official; bribe a corrupt official at 60% of his normal asking price. 

Three Penalty: Bribe an ordinary official at a reduced (75%) rate; bribe a corrupt official at 50% of his 

normal asking price. 

Four Penalty: Bribe an ordinary official at a reduced (50%) rate; bribe a corrupt official at 40% of his 



normal asking price; bribe an exceptionally honest official by paying far too much (200%). 

Five Penalty: Bribe an exceptionally honest official. 

Related Skills: Bureaucracy, Bargain, Etiquette. 

Charm: The ability in convincing others to like you; enchanting people to hold their attention; causing 

members of the opposite sex to be attracted to you; making friends and allies. 

Standard: Charm someone predisposed to be friendly towards you. 

One Penalty: Charm someone with no opinion of you. 

Two Penalty: Charm someone who is guarded to you, gruff, or shy. 

Three Penalty: Charm someone who is unfriendly towards you or annoyed with you. 

Four Penalty: Charm someone who dislikes you. 

Five Penalty: Charm a person who despises you. 

Related Skills: Act, Command, Seduce. 

Command: Skill in convincing your subordinates to follow your orders and perform tasks at the top of 

their abilities.  Typically used for combat related groups. 

Standard: Give typical orders. 

One Penalty: Give orders while in dangerous areas. 

Two Penalty: Give orders while in imminent danger. 

Three Penalty: Give orders while under direct enemy fire. 

Four Penalty: Give orders while under direct enemy fire that may result in death. 

Five Penalty: Give near suicidal orders. 

Related Skills: Inspire. 

Craft: Multiple. Skill in making works of arts and folk crafts. 

Carving: Use for all manners of wood carving. 

Calligraphy:  Use for any form of art which requires written text, including illuminating and hand copying 

books. 

Drawing: Use for any kind of drawings or sketches in pencils, charcoals, and pens. 

Leatherworking: Use for working in leather and other animal skins. 

Painting: Use for all varieties of paint including oil, acrylic, and watercolor. 

Sculpture: Use for molded clay sculptures, pottery, molded metal sculptures, and chiseled stone work. 

Weaving: Use for creating woven rugs, as well as for crochet, knitting, and other varieties of cloth-work. 

Standard: Create a simple piece. 

One Penalty: Create a complex piece. 

Two Penalty: Create a piece that is of exceptional quality. 

Three Penalty: Create an exceptional quality piece that is uniquely designed. 



Four Penalty: Create a rare and amazing piece of work. 

Five Penalty: Create a true masterpiece. 

Related Skills: Other Crafts. 

Diplomacy: Skill in negotiating in formal situations.  Usable in corporate negotiations, as well as national 

diplomatic matters and parliamentary negotiations.  Typically involves discussing terms in which both 

sides compromise to obtain an agreement. 

Standard: Work out an agreement where your side gives up more in the compromise. 

One Penalty: Work out an agreement where your side gives up marginally more in the compromise. 

Two Penalty: Work out an agreement where both sides compromise equally. 

Three Penalty: Work out an agreement where your side gives up marginally less in the compromise. 

Four Penalty: Work out an agreement where your side gives up less in the compromise. 

Five Penalty: Work out an agreement where your side gives up substantially less in the compromise. 

Related Skills: Charm, Command. 

Disguise: Skill in creating a disguise that hides your features and allows you to pass as someone else.  

Use for both disguising yourself by physically assembling the disguise, assembling a disguise for 

someone else, and playing the part you are disguised as to pass as that person. 

Special: If used to assemble a disguise for another person, each success adds to their act or disguise roll 

(to a maximum of 10) so long as they wear that disguise and act in that part. 

Standard: Disguise yourself as a nonspecific individual similar to yourself. 

One Penalty: Disguise yourself as a nonspecific person dissimilar to yourself. 

Two Penalty: Disguise yourself as a nonspecific person much different from yourself. 

Three Penalty: Disguise yourself as a specific person similar to yourself (such as passing for a cousin or 

brother. 

Four Penalty: Disguise yourself as a specific person not similar to yourself. 

Five Penalty: Disguise yourself as a well-known person or a person known to the individuals you are 

interacting with. 

Related Skills: Act, Bluff. 

Etiquette: Skill in knowing the procedures and customs of an organization or group.  Roll to know the 

proper way to approach a situation or the right phrase to say. 

Some Etiquettes Include: By Country (Britain, France, Russia), by city (London, Paris, New York), High 

Society, by Organization (Anglican Church, Masons), Criminal. 

Standard: The proper greetings and other simple interactions. 

One Penalty: More complex or specific situations which come up frequently. 

Two Penalty: Situations which require specific interactions, but which occur infrequently. 



Three Penalty: Rare requests, or situations which occur rarely. 

Four Penalty: The correct way to act in a situation you have never encountered drawn from context. 

Five Penalty: The correct way to act in a nearly unique situation which few have ever encountered. 

Related skills: Bureaucracy, other Etiquettes, Charm, Bluff, Act. 

Forgery: The ability to create fake documents, works of art, checks, and other imitations.  Use both for 

spotting forgeries, and for creating them. 

Standard: Create a simple forgery that does not require a signature. 

One Penalty: Create a simple forgery requiring a signature. 

Two Penalty: Create a complex forgery with minimal hand writing required. 

Three Penalty: Create a complex forgery requiring a large amount of analyzable handwriting. 

Four Penalty: Create counterfeit currency and other documents with defenses against counterfeiting. 

Five Penalty: Create beautiful forgeries indistinguishable from genuine documents. 

Related skills: Craft (Calligraphy) 

Gamble: Skill in games of chance whether involving dice, playing the odds, or cards.  Penalties are 

cumulative when applicable. 

Standard: Win a simple game with a good hand. 

One Penalty: Win a simple game with an advantage in chips or cash. 

Two Penalty: Cheat at a game by exchanging one card or other small effect. 

Three Penalty: Win while playing from a disadvantage in chips or cash. 

Four Penalty: Roll a specific number on a pair of dice. 

Five Penalty: Bluff your way to a win while playing from behind with a poor hand; obtain a specific result 

on the roulette wheel; repeatedly roll specific numbers on a pair of dice without being caught cheating. 

Relate skills: Bluff, Tactics (Gambling games). 

Innuendo: The art of saying one thing while imparting a specific meaning to one set of people and 

leaving a separate set of people confused or unaware of the second meaning. 

Standard: Impart a simple message to close friends and family members. 

One Penalty: Impart a simple message to people you know relatively well. 

Two Penalty: Impart a more complex message to people you know relatively well. 

Three Penalty: Impart a simple message to people you barely know. 

Four Penalty: Impart a more complex message to people you barely know. 

Five Penalty: Impart different meanings to three different groups. 

Related Skills: Charm, Diplomacy, Seduce. 

Inspire: The ability to convince others to believe in what you or your organization stands for.  Skill in 

raising the morale and hope of friends and allies. 



Standard: Rally allies under ordinary circumstances. 

One Penalty: Rally allies when situation looks unfavorable. 

Two Penalty: Rally allies when situation looks dangerous. 

Three Penalty: Rally allies in deadly and uncertain circumstances. 

Four Penalty: Rally allies under dire circumstances. 

Five Penalty: Rally allies under hopeless circumstances. 

Related Skills: Command. 

Interrogate: The skill in getting information from prisoners, often by use of threats and force. 

Standard: Get simple facts from a person unused to being interrogated. 

One Penalty: Get admissions and information short of a confession from a person unused to being 

interrogated. 

Two Penalty: Convince a person unused to being interrogated to confess. 

Three Penalty: Get simple facts out of a hardened individual. 

Four Penalty: Get admissions and information short of a confession from a hardened individual. 

Five Penalty: Get a hardened individual to confess. 

Related Skills: Intimidate, Interview. 

Interview: Ability in getting answers and asking appropriate questions to lead a subject to divulge the 

information you are looking for without the use of coercion, threats, or force. 

Standard: Conduct a simple friendly interview. 

One Penalty: Conduct an interview driving to a purpose to receive the answer to a specific question. 

Two Penalty: Conduct an interview with a specific purpose on a guarded or forewarned individual. 

Three Penalty: Conduct an interview to obtain facts possibly incriminating from an unaware individual. 

Four Penalty: Conduct an interview to obtain incriminating facts from a forewarned individual. 

Five Penalty: Conduct an interview to obtain a confession of guilt. 

Related Skills: Diplomacy, Interrogate. 

Intimidate: The ability to cause others to be scared of you, possibly to obtain a specific result such as in 

racketeering and other criminal activities.  Can represent both physical intimidation, and more subtle 

intimidation based on other methods of coercion. 

Standard: Intimidate someone clearly weaker than yourself. 

One Penalty: Intimidate someone when you have a clear upper hand. 

Two Penalty: Intimidate someone with whom you are on equal terms. 

Three Penalty: Intimidate someone who most likely has the upper hand. 

Four Penalty: Intimidate someone when they have a clear upper hand. 

Five Penalty: Intimidate someone who you are clearly weaker than. 

Related Skills: Bluff, Command, Interrogate. 



Justice: The ability to interact in a courtroom environment and to operate the mechanics of the legal 

system including properly making arrest, filing petitions, making motions, and arguing in court. 

Standard: Make a simple motion or request. 

One Penalty: Argue a case when evidence for you appears strong. 

Two Penalty: Argue a case when evidence for you is inconclusive. 

Three Penalty: Argue a case or make a convincing counter argument when evidence is weak either way. 

Four Penalty: Make a convincing counter argument when the evidence against you is inconclusive. 

Five Penalty: Make a convincing counter argument when the evidence against you appears strong. 

Related Skills: Bureaucracy (Appropriate), Etiquette (Appropriate), Tactics (Courtroom) 

Management: The skill in supervising groups of individuals to accomplish a collective goal.  Most often 

used in business and factory settings.  One week is typically handled by a single roll representing 

anywhere between 30 and 60 total hours of effort spent on the roll. 

Standard: Supervise up to 5 workers. 

One Penalty: Supervise up to 10 workers. 

Two Penalty: Supervise up to 25 workers. 

Three Penalty: Supervise up to 50 workers 

Four Penalty: Supervise up to 100 workers. 

Five Penalty: Supervise over 100 workers. 

Related Skills: Administration. 

Perform: Multiple.  The skill in performing whether instrumentally or vocally. 

Some performances include:  By instrument (Piano, Organ, Trumpet, Flute), Vocal (Sing or Oratory), 

Dance 

Standard: Perform a simple set such as warm up movements or chords. 

One Penalty: Perform a simple song. 

Two Penalty: Perform a more complex, longer piece. 

Three Penalty: Perform a difficult piece. 

Four Penalty:  Perform an extremely difficulty piece. 

Five Penalty: Perform a masterful piece perfectly. 

Related Skill: Other performs. 

Seduce: The skill in convincing members of the opposite sex (or occasionally the same sex) to enter into 

romantic relationships with you. 

Standard: Seduce someone attracted to you and looking for romantic involvements. 

One Penalty: Seduce someone who is attracted to you. 

Two Penalty: Seduce someone that is not look for romantic involvements. 



Three Penalty: Seduce an individual that is guarded and cautious. 

Four Penalty: Seduce someone who is predisposed to dislike you. 

Five Penalty: Seduce someone who initially hated you. 

Related Skills: Charm, Innuendo. 

Sense Motive: Defensive.  The skill in seeing through attempts to confuse, confound, or disarm you 

socially.  If used to generate a defensive pool defends against all social rolls. 

Standard: Spot an obvious falsehood. 

One Penalty: Spot the hidden meaning in a subtle statement. 

Two Penalty: Discern the hidden meaning in an obtuse statement. 

Three Penalty: Discern the truth from a directly contradictory statement. 

Four Penalty: Discern the single truth from a long list of lies. 

Five Penalty: Glean the truth from a masterpiece of lies. 

Related Skills: Diplomacy, Innuendo. 

Taunt: The skill in convincing others to attack you, or in angering others. 

Special: If used in combat, success can cause an easily distracted foe to attack you instead of your 

companions. 

Standard: Enrage a thug or other person predisposed to violence. 

One Penalty: Enrage an average person. 

Two Penalty: Enrage a person who is ordinarily calm. 

Three Penalty: Enrage a person who has been trained to control their emotions. 

Four Penalty: Enrage a professional in a field that requires strong control over their emotions. 

Five Penalty: Enrage a person who is almost inhumanly serene. 

Related Skills:  Intimidate. 

Teach: The ability to impart knowledge or skills.  Characters must have available skill points to place into 

the skill you are teaching.  You must have that skill at the level desired.  It requires a number of months 

equal to the new skill ranks to gain a single point in that skill (i.e. 1 month for the 1st rank; 5 months for 

the 5th and 10 months for the 10th—this is cumulative so it would require a minimum of 55 months study 

to raise a skill from 0 to 10).  (Special—player characters are typically exempt from requiring a teacher 

except at the direction of the Mastermind). 

Standard: Teach skill rank 1-2. 

One Penalty: Teach skill ranks 3-4. 

Two Penalty: Teach skill ranks 5-6. 

Three Penalty: Teach skill ranks 7-8. 

Four Penalty:  Teach skill rank 9. 

Five Penalty: Teach skill rank 10. 



Related Skills:  Command. 

Voice Mimicry: The ability to mimic other’s voices and to make animal sounds such as bird calls.  Also 

use for things such as ventriloquism, voice throwing, and other vocal tricks. 

Standard: Imitate a voice that is similar to your own. 

One Penalty: Make common bird calls and whistles. 

Two Penalty: Imitate a voice that is dissimilar from your own. 

Three Penalty: Imitate a voice of another gender or ethnicity. 

Four Penalty: Imitate a voice that is extremely dissimilar from your own. 

Five Penalty:  Imitate sounds which human vocal chords typically cannot create. 

Related Skills: Perform (Sing). 

Spiritual Skills 
Animal Handling: Use to convince a trained or domestic animal to do as your desire.  Counts as any 

Social skills when used on Animals.  

Standard: Guide a plough or pack horse. 

One Penalty: Command a trained animal verbally such as a dog. 

Two Penalty: Command a trained animal with large gestures. 

Three Penalty: Command a trained animal with sounds such as tongue clicks and snaps. 

Four Penalty: Command a trained animal using voice inflection on nonspecific words. 

Five Penalty: Command a trained animal with eye contact or nonspecific body language. 

Related Skills: Animal Training, Empathy. 

Empathy: The ability to recognize the emotional states of people, whether by observing outward 

markers or through imperceptible, subconscious signals. 

Standard: Judge the emotional state of an open person you are close to. 

One Penalty: Judge the emotional state of an open person you know. 

Two Penalty: Judge the emotional state of a guarded person you are close to. 

Three Penalty: Judge the emotional state of an open person you are close to. 

Four Penalty: Judge the emotional state of a guarded person you know. 

Five Penalty: Judge the emotional state of a guarded person you just met. 

Related Skills:  Intuition, Sense Motive. 

Intuition: The ability to notice or understand things clearly without any prior knowledge or experience.  

You may substitute Intuition for any Mental or Social skill once per session at the penalty that roll would 

be at without any additional penalties.  In addition, in any situation where simple inspiration may be 

useful, the Mastermind may call for an Intuition roll in order to give a hint to the players. 



Occult: The ability to recognize and identify mystical effects, creatures, and effects.  Roll to identify 

magical beings by sight, by accounts, and by clues as well as to know their possible weaknesses. 

Standard: Identify and explain a common folk creature from your home nation. 

One Penalty: Identify and explain an uncommon folk creature from your home nation. 

Two Penalty: Identify and explain a rare folk creature from your home nation; identify the probable 

abilities of a mystical organization. 

Three Penalty: Identify a common foreign folk creature; identify the purposes of a mystical organization. 

Four Penalty: Identify and explain an uncommon foreign folk creature. 

Five Penalty: Identify and explain a rare foreign folk creature. 

Related skills: Rituals; Intuition. 

Prayer: The ability to call down aid from whatever power you believe in.  Once per session you may 

substitute Prayer for any skill ignoring all penalties from all sources including difficulty, defense modifier, 

and defense pools. 

Related skills: None. 

Rituals: The ability to perform complex rituals for religious or spiritual purposes.  Used by many 

organizations to invoke specific effects.  Specifics of  difficulty, purpose, and effects (if any) depend on 

the specific rituals. 

Related skills: Occult, Act. 

Survival: The skill in willing yourself to survive.  Once per session you may substitute a survival roll for 

any roll where failure may result in death at no penalty. 

Special:  In combat Endurance is one of the skills that can be used to stay active after taking successive 

or traumatic wounds.  See Chapter 6 for difficulty modifiers depending on the amount of damage taken. 

Related skills: None. 

Special Powers 
The powers listed below are special powers which require an advantage to be taken.  They represent 

many of the paranormal, mystical, and bizarre abilities which stretch the realms of realism which the 

characters operate in.  The advantage which grants you access to these powers will explain which of 

them you may purchase.  These abilities do not have any related skills and may only be used by trained 

individuals. 

These skills still count against your ordinary limit of skill points and fall into a category (usually spiritual).  

The category is listed in the skill descriptions below. 

Each time you attempt to use the same of these abilities on the same target in a single day, increase the 

difficulty by one—as you use mystical and paranormal abilities against one individual they develop a 

resistance towards it. 



Astral Projection: The ability to project an image of yourself into the void.  Your Astral form may travel 

through walls, float and fly.  It allows you to see, and is invisible except to others with eh Astral 

Projection or Aura Reading skills.  While using this skill your physical body has no perception and you 

cannot act.  You may use Mental Skills, Spiritual Skills, and Perception while using this skill.  You must roll 

at the end of every 10 minutes to remain in this state, adding an additional 1 to the difficulty with each 

successive roll. 

Aura Reading: The skill in reading and gaining information by looking at a person’s Aura.  You may gain 

any variety of insights at the discretion of the Mastermind, though you have no control over what these 

may be.  Typically you begin with vague assertions (“He has a black soul”) and advance to more specific 

information.  Each success represents one piece of information revealed.  

Channel Spirit: The ability to channel a spirit into your body and allow it to speak through you.  Used by 

Medium’s to assist others in contacting deceased loved ones and in parlor tricks to contact long dead 

famous figures such as Napoleon or King Henry VIII.  Penalties for relationship and distance from death 

are cumulative. 

 Standard: A relative. 

One Penalty:  A person you were familiar with; a person deceased more than a fortnight ago. 

Two Penalty: A person you did not know; a person deceased more than a year ago. 

Three Penalty: A person deceased more than a decade ago. 

Four Penalty: A person deceased more than a century ago. 

Five Penalty:  A person deceased more than two centuries ago. 

Clairvoyance: The ability to see afar.  You must close your eyes and concentrate to use this skill.  It 

imparts only sight, not any other senses.  While using this ability use the lower of this skill or Perception 

for any checks to notice specific pieces of information.  Penalties for distance and locational relation are 

cumulative.  You may use this skill and clairaudience simultaneously and doing so reduces penalties for 

Perception rolls after activation by one. 

Standard: A location you know well. 

One Penalty: More than 10 meters distant from your location; a location you have been in before. 

Two Penalty: More than 100 meters distant from your location; a location you have seen. 

Three Penalty: More than a mile distant from your location; a location you have only heard of. 

Four Penalty: More than 10 miles distant from your location. 

Five Penalty: More than 100 miles distant from your location. 

Clairaudience: The ability to hear from afar.  You must close your eyes and concentrate to use this skill.  

It imparts only hearing, not any other senses.  While using this ability use the lower of this skill or 

Perception for any checks to hear specific pieces of information.  Penalties for distance and locational 

relation are cumulative.  You may use this skill and clairvoyance simultaneously and doing so reduces 

penalties for Perception rolls after activation by one. 



Standard: A location you know well. 

One Penalty: More than 10 meters distant from your location; a location you have been in before. 

Two Penalty: More than 100 meters distant from your location; a location you have seen. 

Three Penalty: More than a mile distant from your location; a location you have only heard of. 

Four Penalty: More than 10 miles distant from your location. 

Five Penalty: More than 100 miles distant from your location. 

Cryokinesis: You can sap the heat from an object or person, cooling or freezing it.  You can use this 

ability on the air around you, lowering the ambient temperature by 1 degree for each round of 

concentration.  If used on a person as an attack it is resisted by Occult or Survival and attacks against 

their Spiritual Defense modifier.  If used on an object it may crack or destroy that object if you so desire.  

If used on a Melee weapon it can supercool the weapon dealing one dice cold damage per attack. 

Standard: Objects weighing less than a pound. 

One Penalty: Objects weighing less than 5 pounds; small rooms. 

Two Penalty: Objects weighing less than 20 pounds; average sized rooms; using as an attack against a 

person. 

Three Penalty: Objects weighing less than 100 pounds; large rooms. 

Four Penalties: Objects weighing less than 1000 pounds; massive rooms such as auditoriums and 

ballrooms. 

Five Penalties: Buildings and giant statues; cooling the temperature outside. 

Precognition: The ability to see things that have not yet happened.  You do not necessarily gain any 

specific knowledge, but rather receive visions, flashes, or other snippets of information at random.  

These should not be completely random, or should never be utterly useless or devoid of meaning but 

they may be far away in the future and you may not always know their meaning.  You may use this 

ability once per session without penalty, adding an additional level of difficulty for each successive use.  

You may attempt to focus your search on a single person or location though this adds one to the 

difficulty.  Each success should give you one piece of pertinent information. 

Psychometry: The ability to gain flashes of insight when touching an object.  You concentrate on the 

object and gain information in the form of visions or sudden strokes of inspiration.  For each success you 

gain one piece of pertinent information concerning the object—who owned it, how they used it, where 

or by whom it was created, ect.  These may not always provide the specific information you are seeking 

but should be useful. 

Pyrokinesis: You can increase the heat in an object or person, heating or igniting it.  You can use this 

ability on the air around you, raising the ambient temperature by 1 degree for each round of 

concentration.  If used on a person as an attack it is resisted by Occult or Survival and attacks against 

their Spiritual Defense modifier.  If used on an object it may burn or destroy that object if you so desire.  

If used on a Melee weapon it can superheat the weapon dealing one dice fire damage per attack. 

Standard: Objects weighing less than a pound. 

One Penalty: Objects weighing less than 5 pounds; small rooms. 



Two Penalty: Objects weighing less than 20 pounds; average sized rooms; using as an attack against a 

person. 

Three Penalty: Objects weighing less than 100 pounds; large rooms. 

Four Penalties: Objects weighing less than 1000 pounds; massive rooms such as auditoriums and 

ballrooms. 

Five Penalties: Buildings and giant statues; raising the temperature outside 

Retrocognition: The ability to see things happened in the past.  You do not necessarily gain any specific 

knowledge, but rather receive visions, flashes, or other snippets of information at random.  These 

should not be completely random, or should never be utterly useless or devoid of meaning but they may 

be far in the past and you may not always know their meaning.  You may use this ability once per session 

without penalty, adding an additional level of difficulty for each successive use.  You may attempt to 

focus your search on a single person  or location though this adds one to the difficulty.  Each success 

should give you one piece of pertinent information. 

Sixth Sense: You have a sixth sense that warns you for danger.  Prior to being attacked or having a 

particular dangerous event occur roll your Sixth Sense.  For each success you gain one to all defense 

modifiers in the first round of combat. 

Telekinesis: The ability to move objects with your mind.   

Telepathy: The ability to read and send thoughts and emotions through force of will.  You may attempt 

to implant suggestions, to force others to do your bidding, alter memories, alter personalities and many 

other possible effects.  Difficulty penalties for distance and effect are cumulative. 

Standard: Sense emotions; touch. 

One Penalty: Read surface thought; project thoughts; within the same room. 

Two Penalty: Search memories; establish two way mental communication; within a mile. 

Three Penalty: Implant a single phrase suggestion likely to be followed; within 10 miles. 

Four Penalty: Alter memories; within 100 miles. 

Five Penalty: Mind control; more than 100 miles distant. 

Touch Healing: The ability to remove damage and cure wounds with a touch.  Touch the wound and roll.  

Each success removes one box of damage from the location.  Additional successes beyond the number 

of wounds in that location are removed from other damaged locations.  If attempting to remove a 

disease or other affliction refer to the difficulties below.  Once you have attempted this ability on a 

character once in a day you cannot do so again until the next day. 

Standard: Heal wounds. 

One Penalty: Cure mild illnesses such as colds and infections. 

Two Penalty:  Cure deadly diseases such as mumps, measles, and whooping cough. 

Three Penalty: Cure rapacious infectious diseases such as small pox, polio, or bubonic plague. 

Four Penalty:  Cure congenital conditions such as cancer, tuberculosis, blindness, or deafness. 

Five Penalty: Cure leprosy, paralysis, crippled and withered limbs. 



Chapter Five: Flourishes 
This chapter focuses on the other aspects of your character after skills—Advantages which you will gain 

as you advance in level; Flaws which you must choose one at character creation, and several of the more 

esoteric pieces of equipment and knowledge available through advantages—anachronistic Steam 

Devices which give you a taste of the future, powerful relics called Talismans which bring ancient history 

to life, and Rituals which allow you to interact with forces beyond your control. 

Advantages 

Like Skills, Advantages are divided into five categories (Mental, Physical, Reflexive, Social, and Spiritual).  

You will gain advantages as you gain levels as listed on your class chart in Chapter 3.  Every character has 

the option of taking advantages from outside their class’ category so all advantages are equally available 

to you regardless of class (though some may clearly be more useful for a particular class). 

Master Advantages Table 
Mental Physical Reflexive Social Spiritual 

Bilingual Athlete Ambidextrous Allied Organization Aura Reader 

Common Sense Attractive Deadeye Alluring Church Mystic 

Copy Handwriting Born Runner Deadly Aim Ally Deadzone 

Eidetic Memory Dwarf Heightened Sense* Alternate Identity Déjà vu 

Flawless Logic Fleet of Foot Hyper Vigilant Animal Raised Faith 

Keen Observation Giant Internal Compass Approachable Fate 

Linguist High Energy Muscle Memory Attentive Listener Fortune Teller 

Locational Deduction Powerful Strikes Reserve of Reflex Companion Gambler’s Luck 

Personal Deduction Reserve of Strength Rooftop Walker Fame Light Sleeper 

Polymath Robust True Marksman Forgettable Lucky Shot 

Reserve of Inspiration Sea Legs  Good Reputation Medium 

Speed Reader Tolerant System  Gossip Prophet 

Steam Mechanic Understated Features  Impeccable Taste Reserve of Will 

   Influence Seer 

   Membership Talisman 



   Mentor Totem* 

   Name Recognition  

   Patron  

   Pension  

   Powerful Family  

   Property Owner  

   Reserve of Grace  

   Safe Haven  

   Sibilant  

   Silver Tongue  

   Steam Device  

   Title  

   Untraceable  

   Well Connected  

Advantages Descriptions 

Mental Advantages 

Bilingual: You grew up speaking more than one language.  You may choose two languages instead of 

one in which you are fluent at character creation.  You need not spend skill points on either, though to 

achieve ranks of 8-10 you still require expending all the requisite skill points. 

Common Sense: You are touched with a high level of intelligence in relation to non-scholarly pursuits.  

For any Mental Skill checks which dwell on prosaic, or subjects which do not directly require schooling 

reduce the penalties for them by one. 

Copy Handwriting: You are an expert at copying handwriting.  When using the Forgery skill to copy 

signatures and other handwriting example reduce all penalties by one, and increase the difficulty to spot 

the forgeries by one. 

Eidetic Memory: You never forget things that you have seen.  Anything which occurs or clues which your 

character noticed once in game cannot later be forgotten.  (The Mastermind should remind you of these 

when pertinent.)  At any time you may call for a skill check using Intuition to see if you remember 



anything relating to your current pursuit.  The difficulty for this should be determined by the 

Mastermind dependent on the likelihood that you had been exposed to it. 

Flawless Logic: You have mastered logical arguments and reasoning.  When you successfully make a 

deduction you are never wrong—you may still fail to notice or put together a hypothesis but you will 

never return a false positive.  Reduce all difficulties for Deduction by one. 

Keen Observation: You are an expert at observing a scene and you may remember that you noticed 

small details well after the fact and later gain useful information from them.  You are always entitled to 

a Perception check upon entering any room.  In addition you may later recall a location and ask for a 

perception check to remember further details you had previously catalogued and ignored.  Each time 

you do so for the same location the difficulty increase by one. 

Linguist: You are an expert at learning, speaking, and written languages.  When you spend skill points on 

a language you gain two languages simultaneously.  These languages should be similar—using the same 

alphabet and preferably the same root language group.  In addition reduce the difficulty for all language 

rolls by one. 

Locational Deduction: You are an expert at judging a location with a single glance.  Upon looking at any 

scene or location you may ask for a Deduction roll.  For each success the Mastermind should provide 

one conclusion you have drawn. 

Personal Deduction: You are an expert at judging a person with a single glance.  Upon looking at any 

person you may ask for a Deduction roll.  For each success the Mastermind should provide one 

conclusion you have drawn. 

Polymath: You are adept at learning in disparate fields.  For Mental skills you may roll for related skills 

using the normal skill bonuses instead of the related skill bonuses and without the usual penalty. 

Reserve of Inspiration: You have a mental reserve that you can occasionally use in order to succeed 

when you determine you need it most.  Once per session add your level in bonus dice to any Mental 

skills roll.  These dice are rolled directly, and allow the breaking of the usual maximum of 10d8 per roll.  

This is a bonus to the roll and you do not gain bonus dice as though you had increased your skill. 

Speed Reader: You are capable of reading at an exceptional pace.  You can read simple works including 

fiction and social sciences in one third the ordinary time and hard sciences and works of mathematics in  

Steam Mechanic: You are capable of making anachronistic Steam Devices.  You may take the Technical 

Knowledge (Steam Devices) and Repair (Steam Devices) skills and may use the Invention skill to make 

such devices.  These are devices which imitate technology from the future with available technology.  

Some examples can be found later in this chapter. 



Physical Advantages 

Athlete: You are adept at using your natural athleticism in a large variety of ways.  For Physical skills you 

may roll for related skills using the normal skill bonuses instead of the related skill bonuses and without 

the usual penalty. 

Attractive: You are considered classically attractive for your gender.  Reduce penalties for all Social rolls 

which require others to like you by one, including Act, Bargain, Bluff, Bribe, Charm Command, 

Diplomacy, Etiquette, Gamble, Forgery, Interview, Perform, and Seduce. 

Born Runner: You are an exceptional runner naturally.  Reduce all penalties for the Run skill by one.  In 

addition, you need only roll to continue running every 7 miles instead of the usual five. 

Dwarf: You were born with foreshortened proportions.  While socially sometimes this can be a 

hindrance, you find many advantages to your condition.  You are a smaller target, increasing your 

Defense Adjustment against Physical and Reflexive attacks by 2 due to your small size.  In addition you 

may fit many places other will not. 

Fleet of Foot: You are capable of running at incredible speeds.  Reduce the penalties for all run checks 

by one.  In a single round each success you make on a Run check equates to 15 meters instead of the 

usual 10. 

Giant: You are an extremely tall or extremely large individual.  While there may be social problems with 

this, you find many advantages to your condition.  You may lift double the amount of a normal human, 

run 25% further, and jump 50% further.  In addition add 1 to all unarmed damage rolls and to rolls with 

axes, hammers, staves, and two handed swords. 

High Energy: You have a high running internal motor.  You are capable of doing many activities longer 

than ordinary people.  Reduce the penalties for all Endurance rolls (except staying active in combat by 

one) and rolls of other skills to continue such as movement skills.  In addition, you may go for double the 

amount of time or distance usually required before your first roll to continue. 

Powerful Strikes:  You use your strength to deal massive damage in combat.  Increase the damage dice 

you roll for all physical attacks by two. 

Reserve of Strength: You have a physical reserve that you can occasionally use in order to succeed when 

you determine you need it most.  Once per session add your level in bonus dice to any Physical skills roll.  

These dice are rolled directly, and allow the breaking of the usual maximum of 10d8 per roll.  This is a 

bonus to the roll and you do not gain bonus dice as though you had increased your skill. 

Robust: You are exceptionally hardy, and capable of taking larger than normal amounts of damage 

before being affected.  Reduce the difficulty to stay active in combat by one.  In addition you do not roll 

to stay active until the 6th damage in a specific area, the 2nd damage to the head, or the 7th total damage. 



Sea Legs: You are adept at operating while on watercraft, especially large oceangoing vessels.  Reduce 

all penalties for Balance by one, and while aboard a watercraft of any kind reduce all penalties for Climb, 

Endurance, Jump, Lift, Run, and Stealth by one as well. 

Tolerant System: You are highly resistant to poisons, toxins, and diseases.  Reduce all penalties for 

resisting these by one, and reduce any penalties caused by their ingestion or infection and reduce 

damage taken from them by two. 

Understated Features: You have a forgettable face.  Reduce the difficulty for Disguise by one.  In 

addition all rolls to remember or describe you by others suffer an additional one penalty. 

Reflexive Advantages 

Ambidextrous: You are capable of using both the left and right hands equally well.  You suffer no 

penalties for using the non-dominant hand, and switch between them so easily that you may use this 

reduce the difficulty for tasks when this can be made use of.  Reduce the penalties for Disguise by one.  

In addition reduce the penalties for any tasks where both hands functioning equally well by one. 

Deadeye: You never miss.  Or miss only in extreme situations.  Anytime you miss in combat with a 

Reflexive attack regardless of the difficulty you are considered to have almost hit, or issued a glancing 

blow.  Roll 1d8 damage despite missing. 

Deadly Aim: You are adept at hitting vital locations that deal a large amount of damage.  Increase all 

damage dice you roll when hitting in combat by two. 

Heightened Sense*: Choose one sense—sight, hearing, touch, taste, or smell.  You have exceptional 

quality of that sense.  Reduce all penalties for Perception rolls involving it by one. 

Hyper Vigilant: You are always on guard while awake.  You may act in the first round of combat even if 

you failed perception or sense motive checks to act during a surprise attack.  If you failed the roll, you 

act last that round. 

Internal Compass: You have an innate sense of direction.  Reduce the penalties for Animal Riding, 

Driving, Navigation, Piloting, and Track by one. 

Muscle Memory: Once you have done a specific task you find it easier to do it again in the future.  When 

using a Physical or Reflexive skill to do something you have done previously in the game you may reduce 

all penalties by one.  This bonus never applies in combat since the situations are always slightly 

different, however it may apply to Hide, Run, Animal Riding, Driving, Piloting, Stealth or Swim when 

taking a route you have taken before, to Jury Rig for fixing the same device a second time, to Lock Pick 

for picking the same brand of locks, and to Prestidigitation for performing the same trick. 

Reserve of Reflex: You have a reflexive reserve that you can occasionally use in order to succeed when 

you determine you need it most.  Once per session add your level in bonus dice to any Reflexive skills 

roll.  These dice are rolled directly, and allow the breaking of the usual maximum of 10d8 per roll.  This is 

a bonus to the roll and you do not gain bonus dice as though you had increased your skill. 



Rooftop Walker: You are adept at walking and running about on rooftops.  Reduce all penalties for 

Balance, Jump, Run, Stealth, and Perception while on the roof of any building and for moving between 

buildings by one. 

True Marksman: You are adept at using your natural hand eye coordination in a large variety of ways.  

For Reflexive skills you may roll for related skills using the normal skill bonuses instead of the related 

skill bonuses and without the usual penalty. 

Social Advantages 

Allied Organization: You have a powerful organization which you can count on for aid and support.  This 

may be a government that you work for, the church, or a more secretive society such as the Masons.  

Work out the specifics of what kind of aid you might expect, and of whom you can contact within the 

organization when you require aid. 

Alluring: You carry yourself with a manner that is attractive and makes you easy to get along with.  

Reduce the difficulties for Act, Charm, Command, Diplomacy, Etiquette, Gamble, Inspire, Interview, and 

Seduce by one. 

Ally: You have an ally which you can count on for aid and support.  You may determine the relationship 

you have with this person, but it should be some manner of close relationship.  Work with your 

Mastermind to determine the level and abilities of your Ally.  How much you can count on your Ally is in 

part a function of how much your Ally can count on you and you may be called on to assist them as 

much as you call on them to assist you.  You may take this advantage multiple times choosing a new Ally 

each time. 

Alternate Identity: You have established an alternate identity which is in effect as real as you are.  

Whether this is an identity with papers and a “real”name or a fictional pseudonym is up to you.  You 

must assign all other Social advantages to either your true identity or your alternate identity—while you 

may be well connected or wealthy, your Alternate Identity may not. 

Animal Raised: You were raised in the wild by a group or pack of animals.  The variety of animal is up to 

you, though it should typically be a social animal such as wolves, hyenas, lions, or apes.  You may use all 

Social skills on Animals of all kinds as though they were humans.  You are considered to be able to 

communicate with them as well as humans communicate with each other.  You do not begin play with 

fluency in a language as normal and must spend skill points on any human languages. 

Approachable: You carry yourself with a manner that allows others to approach you without hesitation.  

Reduce the difficulty of all social rolls the first time you are interacting with or meeting a person by one. 

Attentive Listener: You are excellent at listening and remembering information from conversations.  You 

are always entitled to a Perception check when conversations are happening around you.  In addition 

you may later replay conversations in your mind and ask for a perception check to remember further 

details you had previously catalogued and ignored.  Each time you do so for the same conversation the 

difficulty increase by one. 



Companion: You have a companion who is with you through thick and thin.  This is a very close friend or 

relative who will accompany you on all your adventures and misadventures.  Make the character sheet 

for your companion following the instructions in chapter two.  Your companion must spend a social 

advantage on the Companion advantage (to represent their relationship with you.)  Your companion 

begins play as a first level character and after first level should remain one level behind your character. 

Fame: You are famous in the city and country that you live in.  The advantages of this may be applied in 

a wide variety of ways.  At a minimum Charm, Inspire, and Seduce rolls should have their difficulty 

reduced by one, and the difficulties for Disguise and Bargain increased by one. 

Forgettable: You are exceptionally easy to forget.  People whom you have met on multiple occasions 

may still forget that they have met you on previous occasions.  Reduce the difficulties for Act and 

Disguise by one.  You may not take the Fame Advantage or Good Reputation advantages, or the 

Infamous or Bad Reputation Flaws. 

Good Reputation: You have established a reputation as a reliable, trustworthy, upstanding member of 

the community.  Reduce the difficulty of Bargain and Bluff skills.  Other advantages of your reputation 

may be appropriate depending on the situation. 

Gossip: You are adept as gathering information by trading bits of information through society circles.  

When looking for any piece of information about members of the circles you travel in you may roll a 

number of dice equal to your level to represent the information you can gain in a day’s work chatting 

and gossiping. 

Impeccable Taste: You have excellent taste in clothes, fashion, and style.  People are impressed by your 

dress and the furnishings you keep.  Reduce the penalties for Appraise, Bargain and Seduce by one. 

Influence: You have a certain amount of influence.  Whether this comes from a government position or 

other method is up to you.  Describe the reason you have garnered this influence and work out the 

details of what you can use it for and what you must do to maintain it with your Mastermind. 

Membership: You are a member of an organization which might assist you in a variety of ways.  This 

differs from the Allied Organization in that you are specifically a member of the organization itself 

whereas an Allied Organization might not be.  Work out the specifics of what kind of aid you might 

expect, and of whom you can contact within the organization when you require aid. 

Mentor: You have a mentor who has taught and guided you over your career.  You may count on your 

mentor for advice, teaching or new techniques, and other aid as appropriate.  Occasionally a mentor 

may ask a favor of you in return for their aid.  Mentors are typically two to four levels higher than the 

player characters. 

Name Recognition: Most people have heard your name before.  Whether they know your name 

specifically, or your family name is up to you.  People will have varying reactions to this depending on 

how they feel about you and your family, but it typically will open doors and gain an audience with 

someone to speak with them further. 



Patron: You have a patron who gives you financial aid in exchange for performances, pieces of art, or 

other work you do for them.  The amount of money should depend on level and your skill level in the 

performance or craft you use for them.  Work with your Mastermind to determine who your Patron is 

and what they expect from you in exchange for financial support.  This provides enough for you to live 

on comfortably and have a monthly budget of pocket money. 

Pension: You have a pension which provides monthly income.  This may be from a judicial ruling, from 

military retirement or disability, or from another source, but regardless of how you originally earned it 

you receive a lump sum at a set date each month.  This provides enough for you to live on comfortably 

and have a monthly budget of pocket money. 

Powerful Family: Your family has a good amount of influence and money at their disposals.  You may be 

able to call on family members to receive financial aid or other favors when required.  You should be 

careful how often and how deeply you draw on the family influence however, or you may risk annoying 

your parents or the family leaders and being cut off.  Work with your Mastermind to determine what 

kind of support you can expect from your family. 

Property Owner: You own a piece of real property.  This may be a family manor, a small farm, an 

apartment building, or a storefront property.  Work with your Mastermind to determine what your 

property is, what it requires of you in upkeep, and what kind of income you might expect from it.  

Typically the larger the property the more upkeep required and the larger the income the more of your 

time you must devote to managing it. 

Reserve of Grace: You have a social reserve that you can occasionally use in order to succeed when you 

determine you need it most.  Once per session add your level in bonus dice to any Social skills roll.  

These dice are rolled directly, and allow the breaking of the usual maximum of 10d8 per roll.  This is a 

bonus to the roll and you do not gain bonus dice as though you had increased your skill. 

Safe Haven: You own or know of a place where you can go to hide and avoid being found.  This safe 

house is not necessarily comfortable or well defendable, but it is not known to be connected to you and 

no one would think to look for you there ordinarily.  The more often you use this location the more this 

protection degrades as you are seen coming and going from it.  A safe house works best when used in a 

time of need. 

Sibilant: You speak with the softness and gentleness of the wind.  This may lead many people to enjoy 

your company and the pay strange attention to your words because of the softness of your tone.  

Reduce the penalties for Bluff, Charm, Innuendo, and Seduce by one. 

Silver Tongue: You are adept at using your natural grace in a large variety of ways.  For Social skills you 

may roll for related skills using the normal skill bonuses instead of the related skill bonuses and without 

the usual penalty. 



Steam Device: You own an anachronistic steam device.  Work with your Mastermind to determine what 

this device is and how you obtained it.  Some suggestions of possible devices are listed later in this 

chapter. 

Title: You are a member of the nobility.  You possess an inherited title such as Duke, Earl, Baron, 

Marquise, or Viscount.  Foreign nations may have other more exotic titles.  Work with your Mastermind 

to determine what title is appropriate for your character. 

Untraceable: You have no official records.  As far as the government of the nation and city in which you 

live you do not exist.  This may cause problems when seeking aid from the government or applying for 

permits and licensures, but you consider it to be to your advantage.  Legal searches for you will not 

return any results and it may be very difficult for someone else to track down any information relating 

to you.  You may not take the Fame, Good Reputation, Membership, Name Recognition, Pension, 

Powerful Family, Property Owner, Title, or Well Connected advantages. 

Well Connected: You know a great many people.  You cannot expect these people to provide much aid, 

however you can expect them to meet with you and listen to whatever situation.  They may be a source 

of information, an avenue to obtain objects, or other aid.  You should keep track of all your contacts you 

have interacted with as the game goes along.  At the start of the game, begin by writing down three 

names or descriptions of your contacts (usually defined by profession--- for instance a government clerk, 

a pawnbroker, an opium dealer, a news journalist).  Each time you gain a level write down one 

additional contact.  When you require the aid of a contact but do not have an appropriate one to turn to 

you may roll your level in d8s.  The difficulty depends on the obscurity of the request which you intend 

to make.  The Mastermind will determine all details of your contacts including just how skilled, 

influential, knowledgeable, and willing to help they are. 

Spiritual Advantages 

Aura Reader: You have been touched with the gift to see and interpret auras around people and 

objects.  You may take the Aura Reading and Psychometry special abilities. 

Church Mystic: You are an officially sanctioned mystic in service of the Anglican, Catholic, or Orthodox 

Church.  Your powers will never be declared witchcraft or heresy but are interpreted as gifts from God.  

You may take the Precognition and Touch Healing special abilities.  

Deadzone: For some reason paranormal and spiritual abilities do not affect me.  Increase the difficulty 

for any special skill used against you by five. 

Déjà vu: You receive glimpses of things that you are certain you have done before.  You may get a 

strange feeling, or may experience full visions.  You may take the Sixth Sense and Retrocognition special 

abilities. 

Faith: You strongly believe in your beliefs.  Whether you are a member of an organized Church or other 

group (such as a coven or cult) you fully believe in the powers you profess.  You may use the Rituals skill 

to achieve paranormal or supernatural effects. 



Fate: You have a destiny.  What that entails is not necessarily clear to you, but the Mastermind should 

determine the general concept (and keep that information hidden from you.)  Reduce all penalties for 

Survival and Endurance rolls to stay alive by three (unless your Fate is to die this particular way). 

Firebug: Fires burn brighter in your presence.  You are attracted to the flame, and love to start fires.  

You never feel like you get burned.  Reduce all damage dealt by fire by one.  You may take the 

Pyrokinesis special ability. 

Fortune Teller: You are gifted with the ability to tell fortunes.  Whether you do so via palm reading, 

tarot cards, casting lots, or some other method should be determined when you take this ability.  

Regardless of the method you choose once chosen you may only use your special abilities tied to this 

advantage in that method.  You may take the Aura Reading and Precognition special abilities. 

Frozen Soul: You feel at home in the cold.  Rooms seem to chill when you walk into them.  You don’t 

seem to feel the pain of frostbite.  Reduce all damage dealt by cold or ice by one.  You may take the 

Cryokinesis special ability. 

Gambler’s Luck: Lady Luck has shown favorably on you.  You tend to go on long binders of good 

inexplicable luck.  Reduce the difficulty of all Gambling rolls by one.  In addition, anything you 

successfully substitute the Empathy, Intuition, Prayer, or Survival skills for another skill roll you begin a 

“lucky streak”.  Reduce all difficulties for all rolls by one.  This effect may only be used once per session 

and lasts until you fail any roll. 

Light Sleeper: You are an exceptionally light sleeper.  Any sound or intrusion of your personal space will 

wake you up.  You also wake up fully alert and ready to act. 

Lucky Shot: You rely on your luck to hit in combat.  You may substitute you level for any attack roll once 

per session.  In addition, you may use a cumulative number of bonus dice equal to your level to add to 

attack rolls.  These dice are rolled directly, and allow the breaking of the usual maximum of 10d8 per 

roll.  This is a bonus to the roll and you do not gain bonus dice as though you had increased your skill. 

Medium: You have the ability to call on the spirits of the dead, allowing them to inhabit your body and 

communicate through you.  You may take the Channel Spirit special ability. 

Prophet: You have been blessed with the gift of prophecy.  You may gain visions, or receive the 

information in any manner you choose.  You may take the Precognition and Sixth Sense special abilities. 

Reserve of Will: You have a spirutal reserve that you can occasionally use in order to succeed when you 

determine you need it most.  Once per session add your level in bonus dice to any Spirtual skills roll.  

These dice are rolled directly, and allow the breaking of the usual maximum of 10d8 per roll.  This is a 

bonus to the roll and you do not gain bonus dice as though you had increased your skill. 

Seer:  You have been blessed with the gift of extrasensory perception.  You may take the Clairvoyance 

and Clairaudience special abilities. 



Talisman:  You possess a Talisman of mystical or paranormal origin.  How you obtained this relic and 

what its exact game effects are should be determined by working with your Mastermind to create the 

unique and powerful object.  Some examples of Talismans are listed later in this chapter. 

Telepath:  You have been blessed with the ability to read minds and project thoughts.  You may take the 

telepathy special ability. 

Telekinetic: You have been blessed with the ability to move objects with your mind.  You may take the 

telekinesis special ability. 

Totem: You follow a totem animal.  This spirit guide offers you comfort, enhances your attributes, and 

gives you succor as a concept.  You may wish to follow a unique or bizarre totem—if so work out the 

specifics with your Mastermind.  Some common totems include: 

Bear: Bear is strong, slow to anger but relentless.  Reduce the penalties for Biology, Lift, Search, and 

Intimidate rolls by one. 

Eagle: Eagle is noble, has flawless vision, and acts fiercely and decisively.  Reduce the penalties for 

Astronomy, Concentration, Perception, and Sense Motive rolls by one. 

Lion: Lion is proud, assured, lord of his domain.  Reduce the penalties for Law, Endurance, Search, and 

Command rolls by one. 

Wolf: Wolf is wise, stealthy, and dependable.  Reduce the penalties for Psychology, Stealth, Perception, 

and Diplomacy by one. 

Flaws 
Every character begins with a single, defining Flaw.  This represents your greatest weakness or 

disadvantage which you must overcome in the course of the game.  At the discretion of the Mastermind 

you may take additional Flaws at character creation—each additional Flaw is worth either 3 skill points, 

or one additional advantage.  No character should ever be allowed to take more than two additional 

Flaws in this manner.  While listed here divided into the five categories, characters may choose flaws of 

any category without regard to their class. 

Master Flaws Table 
Mental Physical Reflexive Social Spiritual 

Addiction Arthritis Color Blind Aloof Cuckoo 

Addictive Personality Cripple Poor Sense Brusque Fate 

Compulsion Disfigurement Shaky Criminal Ties Haunted 

Depression Frail  Debt Heavy Sleeper 

Dysxlexia Hideous  Enemy Organization Ill Luck 



Hyperactive Motion Sickness  Enemy Poltergeist 

Illiterate   Impressionable Skeptic 

Insomnia   Infamy Superstition 

Manic   Intolerant  

Obsession   Known Gossip  

Uneducated   Lead Tongue  

   Notorious Family  

   Poverty  

   Rival  

   Shy  

   Stutter  

   Vengeful  

   Wanted  

Mental Flaws 

Addiction:  You are addicted to a substance.  This is usually a drug such as alcohol, cocaine, or opium.  

Work out the details with your Mastermind so that he knows the specifics of how this will affect you.  

Typically you must take your drug of choice on a daily or weekly basis costing your character time and 

money and putting your health and mental state at risk.  Each day you should roll an Endurance or 

Survival check to resist the urge to use, or to continue to operate without penalties after using. 

Addictive Personality: You are prone to becoming addicted easily.  While not specifically addicted to any 

one substance you go on binges where you will use drugs repeatedly before moving onto the next drug.  

Use the addiction rules, however the substance itself may change as the game progresses—you may 

even be addicted to using in a pattern (like Sherlock Holmes’ need to use cocaine and heroin on 

alternating days). 

Compulsion: You have a compulsive need to perform a particular act or ritual.  This may be triggered by 

any number of stimuli, such as when you see a certain color, when you enter a room, leave a room, 

leave your house, hear a particular sound or pitch, or anything else approved by your Mastermind.  You 

must roll an Endurance check to suppress the need to do this, with additional penalties for each time 

you do so.  Whatever this act or ritual is must be approved by the Mastermind—it should be something 

that hinders your character socially, mentally, or in a combination of both. 



Depression: Your character is prone to enter periods of depression.  These may strike for no apparent 

reason as the discretion of the Mastermind.  Once in a period of depression increase all difficulties for 

Mental and Social actions by one.  These periods should last between a week and a month. 

Dyslexia: You have difficulty reading and reverse the order of letters.  Reading always takes you twice as 

long as normal and you increase all difficulties for rolls that involve reading by one. 

Hyperactive: You have difficulty calming down at times and focusing.  For any action that requires 

sustained focus of more than a few minutes at a time you must roll Endurance roll every five minutes.  

Each failure you must either abandon the pursuit, or increase all difficulties for it by one (cumulative 

with successive failures and including later Endurance rolls for this effect.) 

Illiterate: You cannot read.  Despite literacy in a language you cannot read or write in that language and 

if you take skill points in other languages you do not gain the ability to read them only spoken. 

Insomnia: You have difficulty sleeping.  You must succeed at an Endurance roll in order to fall asleep at 

night.  If you fail this roll you suffer a one point difficulty modifier to all rolls for the following 24 hours.  

Each successive night you fail reduce the difficulty of this roll by one; each night you succeed increase 

the difficulty by one. 

Manic: You are prone to fights of manic mania.   During these fits you may seem productive, but the 

productivity is inherently flawed—you may have discovered a new way to reorganize files or rearrange 

furniture which, while appearing to make sense at the time, you later find completely nonsensical.  

These fits may strike at inopportune times, and once they do they will not subside till you collapse 

exhausted and awake in an ordinary state of mind the next day. 

Obsession: You have an obsession.  You must succeed an Endurance roll anytime presented an 

opportunity to pursue this that you do not.  This should be something which adds to the plot of the 

Chronicle, but it should not be something so generic or so complimentary that it fails to interfere with 

your life.  For instance, “Obsession: Exposing the corrupt organization” is appropriate while “Obsession: 

Solving crimes” is not. 

Uneducated: You lack any degree of formal education.  For mental skills which require extensive training 

you are considered to have half the usual maximum skill level.  This includes (but is not limited to): 

Architecture, Archeology, Astronomy, Biology, Botany, Chemistry, Engineering, Forensics, Genetics, Law, 

Medical Knowledge, Physics, Psychology, and Zoology. 

Physical Flaws 

Arthritis: You have arthritis in your joints which causes extreme pain whenever you attempt to use 

them.  At the beginning of each day roll an Endurance check to see if your joints are inflamed that day.  

Each day you succeed increase the penalty for the next roll by one; each day you fail reduce the penalty 

for the next day by one.  If you fail, you suffer a one point penalty on all rolls which require the use of 

your joints including, but not limited to: Acrobatics, Climb, Dodge, Jump, Lift, Melee Weapons, Run, 



Stealth, Swim, Thrown Weapons, Unarmed Fighting, Demolitions, Driving, Jusry Rig, Lock pick, 

Pickpocketing, Piloting, Prestidigitation, and Ranged Weapons. 

Cripple: You have a crippled leg.  You walk with a limp, most likely requiring a cane or crutch to assist 

you.  Increase the difficulty for Acrobatics, Balance, Climb, Dodge, Jump, Lift, Run, and Stealth by two. 

Disfigurement: You have a disfigurement which greatly reduces your attractiveness.  This is usually 

some matter of scar on your face, though you may discuss other possible options with your Mastermind.  

Increase the difficulty of all social rolls except Intimidate, Interrogate, and Taunt when dealing with 

strangers and new acquaintances.  After regular interaction with you for several weeks this penalty will 

cease as they get used to your appearance. 

Frail: You are not physically very hardy.  Increase the Penalty for all Endurance rolls by two. 

Hideous: You are simply an exceptionally unattractive individual.  Other treat you differently because of 

this.  Increase the difficulty of all social rolls except Intimidate, Interrogate, and Taunt when dealing with 

strangers and new acquaintances.  After regular interaction with you for several weeks this penalty will 

cease as they get used to your appearance. 

Motion Sickness: You get ill when traveling other than by foot.  Increase the difficulty for all Animal 

Riding, Driving, and Piloting rolls by one.  In addition when riding as a passenger you must make an 

Endurance check or become ill, vomiting (possibly all over the vehicle). 

Reflexive Flaws 

Color Blind: You cannot see color.  Increase the difficulty for any task that requires differentiating colors 

by five.  Typically only Males are colorblind. 

Poor Sense: You have poor sight, are hard of hearing, or lack the sense of smell.  Increase the difficulty 

for Perception rolls related to the chosen sense by two.  For smell you automatically fail these checks. 

Shaky: You have difficulty holding your hands still without shaking.  Add two to the difficulty of all 

Ranged Weapons rolls. 

Social Flaws 

Aloof: You tend to keep to yourself and to project an aura of unapproachability.  Increase the difficulty 

of all social rolls the first time you are interacting with or meeting a person by one. 

Brusque: You have a brusque manner that many find unnerving when interacting with you.  Increase the 

difficulties for Act, Charm, Command, Diplomacy, Etiquette, Gamble, Inspire, Interview, and Seduce by 

one. 

Criminal Ties: You can be tied to a Criminal Organization or to a specific notorious criminal.  Work with 

your Mastermind to determine the exact nature of your relationship.  You might be liable for minor or 

misdemeanor crimes for your alleged involvement with this group, and reputable people may refuse to 

associate with you. 



Debt: You are massively in debt.  Whether this is a gambling debt, a mortgage for a property (which you 

may no longer even possess), or family medical or legal bills, it is large and beyond your means to pay 

off.  You struggle to make the monthly payments and avoid the debt growing instead of shrinking.  The 

exact amount should be set by the Mastermind but it should be equivalent to about one year wages. 

Enemy Organization: You have earned the enmity of a large and powerful organization.  Choose an 

organization such as a governmental group, the Masons, the Church, or a criminal organization.  This 

group is actively attempting to interfere in your life—whether sending assassins, black mailing you, or 

attacking you in other methods they are working to oppose you and the Mastermind should make this a 

hindrance and an integral part of the Chronicle.  If multiple members of your group have the same 

Enemy Organization they should ramp up their efforts and send more resources to oppose you. 

Enemy: You have an enemy.  Decide who this is and how you earned their enmity and work with the 

Mastermind to create the background of your relationship.  Whether a criminal you put in jail, a spurned 

lover, or an old school foe this person intensely dislikes you and will actively work to oppose you.  

Typically they should be of an equal level as you throughout the course of the Chronicle.  They may not 

appear in every Case, but they will make their presence known sooner or later. 

Impressionable: You are incredibly easy to influence by others.  Increase the difficulties of your Sense 

motive rolls by one and reduce your Social Defense Modifier by one. 

Infamy: You are well known—though not in a positive light.  People may shudder at the mention of your 

name or may think of you as colossally incompetent, wicked, or otherwise not a quality human being.  

The disadvantages of this may be applied in a wide variety of ways.  At a minimum Charm, Inspire, and 

Seduce rolls should have their difficulty increased by one, and the difficulties for Disguise and Bargain 

increased by two. 

Intolerant: You dislike an ethnic group, gender, or other variety of person to an extreme degree.  Your 

disdain for them is obvious when forced to interact with them and you will avoid this whenever possible. 

Known Gossip: You have a reputation in society circles as someone who will let any secrets you are 

imparted slip.  Increase the difficulty for any roll to gain information from society members by one. 

Lead Tongue: You are simply not well spoken.  You flub words, make faux paus at an alarming rate, and 

turn inelegant phrases with alacrity.  You may never roll a related skill for a Social roll. 

Notorious Family: Your family has a notorious reputation.  Whether known as carousers, as having 

criminal ties, or as being cruel you will be looked down on and treated poorly (if respectfully) for the 

surname you bear. 

Poverty:  You have no means to support yourself and no money.  You do not have a place to live and 

begin play with only a single set of clothing. 

Rival: You have a rival whom you have slighted in some way.  While not actively working to injure or kill 

you as an enemy is, a rival will still work to slow your progress, to  



Shy: You are incredibly shy and reserved.  You do not make friends or acquaintances easily.  Increase the 

difficulty for all Social rolls when dealing with individuals you do not consider close friends. 

Stutter: You have a noticeable stutter which impairs your speech.  Increase the penalties for Bluff, 

Charm, Innuendo, and Seduce by one. 

Vengeful: You are extremely prone to seeking revenge.  Whenever slighted, however minor or 

inconsequential, you must roll an Endurance check or vow vengeance against the perpetrator.  Each 

successive time you fail reduce the difficulty of this roll by one; each time you succeed increase the 

difficulty by one. 

Wanted: There is a warrant for you arrest.  The police will arrest you if they interact with you and you 

should most likely be laying low. 

Spiritual Flaws 

Cuckoo: You look exactly like someone else.  If you were to exchange clothes with them you would both 

be taken for the other by even close family members.  Who this person is, and when or if this switch 

might occur is at the discretion of the Mastermind. 

Fate: You have a destiny.  What that entails is not necessarily clear to you, but the Mastermind should 

determine the general concept (and keep that information hidden from you.)  If taken as a Flaw this Fate 

is most likely gruesome, undesirable, and typically involves yours or a loved ones death. 

Haunted: You are troubled by ghosts or other spirits of the dead.  How these manifest is at the 

discretion of the Mastermind, but it may reduce your ability to sleep causing penalties to rolls for being 

tired.  The ghosts may eventually develop into more dangerous spirits possibly even violent and deadly. 

Heavy Sleeper: You are very difficult to rouse while sleeping.  It takes an exceptionally loud noise or 

physical contact to wake you and when you wake you are exceptionally groggy.  Increase the difficulty of 

all actions by 2 for the first 10 minutes after you wake up. 

Ill Luck: You have a bad streak of luck.  Each time you make a roll, roll an additional 2d6.  If these 

separate dice come up snakes eyes you automatically fail the roll.  In addition increase the difficulty of 

Gambling, Intuition, Empathy, and Prayer rolls. 

Poltergeist: Objects around you move.  This may be the result of ghosts, or it might be your own latent 

Telekinesis manifesting itself in an uncontrollable way.  This may cause a great deal of havoc in your 

life—rearranging your room in the night, knives flying and other dangerous objects being flung across 

rooms at random and inconvenient times. 

Skeptic: You do not believe in the mystical or paranormal.  You may not take any special skills and may 

not substitute the Prayer skill.  In addition your denial is so fervent that even when presented with 

evidence you ignore it.  This may lead to many negative consequences and to difficulty when dealing 

with those that do accept the existence of such phenomena. 



Superstition: You believe in a wide array of old folk tales and superstitions.  You must toss salt over your 

shoulder when spilled, you carry a rabbit’s foot, refuse to walk under ladders, avoid black cats, and 

many other simple ticks.  In addition to the disadvantage of having to perform these rituals and 

peculiarities your belief is so strong that they are true for you.  If you break a mirror you will suffer bad 

luck, a black cat will bring death to someone close to you, and losing your rabbit’s foot may have dire 

consequences. 

Steam Devices 
Characters with the Steam Device Advantage begin the game owning one of the devices listed below or 

a similar device at the discretion of the Mastermind.  Characters with the Steam Mechanic Advantage, 

meanwhile, are capable of building and inventing devices similar to this. 

Loosely described a Steam Device is any mechanical, steam operated, electric or battery powered device 

which mimics the effects of technology not available in the 1890s.  While this may be nearly any variety 

of effect that modern technology can produce, these devices are typically divided into three 

categories—Accessories, Vehicles, and Weapons. 

Master Steam Device Table 

Accessories Vehicles Weapons 

Clockwork Armor Dirigible Clockwork Longbow 

Clockwork Heart Displacement Coils Clockwork Sword 

Clockwork Pet Flying Machine Flamethrower 

Diving Suit Glider Wings Grenades 

Mechanics Gloves Hovercraft Portable Machine Gun 

Mechanics Goggles Jet Pack Rocket Tubes 

Spring Heels Steam-car Rotator Pistols and Rifles 

Targeting Scope Submersible Shock Producer 

Tube Computer Time Machine Tesla Rifle 

 

Accessories 

Clockwork Armor: A suit of metal armor covered in gears, pistons, and clockwork affixed to leather vests 

and jackets.  This covers typically the midsection, shoulders to elbows, and legs but not the wrists, 

hands, or face.  Each set of Clockwork Armor is unique, but they tend to have similar effects.  Choose 

three of the following options: 

Built in: (You may choose this option multiple times)  Your armor has an attached or built in weapon or 



tool.  This should be a standard weapon available in Chapter 9 unless you are entitled to a separate 

second Steam Device in which case it may be one of the weapons from this section.  It may also be a 

small useful tool such as a rotating pop out circular saw, a welding or rivet gun, or other useful object. 

Controls: Your Armor has controls that affect other devices—they might remotely Drive or Pilot a steam 

vehicle, operate devices built around your home which perform various menial tasks (cooking, turning 

on lights, opening and closing doors and windows), send commands to a Tube Computer or Clockwork 

Pet, or operate a Steam Device weapon from a distance. 

Hardness: When struck the suit shifts gears to interdict metal plates and padding to absorb blows.  

Reduce all damage rolled from Melee Weapons, Thrown Weapons, and Unarmed Fighting by two dice 

(before rolling). 

Heat Resistant: Your armors leather is specially treated to help you withstand heat.  Reduce any damage 

taken from heat or fire by one. 

Power Pistons: Equipped at the elbows these pistons work to put more force into the actions of your 

arms.  Reduce the difficulty for lifting by two and increase damage you deal with Melee Weapons, 

Thrown Weapons, and Unarmed Fighting by one. 

Whirling Gears: When activated the armors gears and clocks spin rapidly, creating a field of air that 

surrounds your body.  Increase the difficulty of Ranged Weapons attacks against you by one. 

Clockwork Heart:  A complex device usually made in the form of a heart shaped pendant or a pocket 

watch, the Clockwork Heart is uniquely powerful.  It serves not only as a remote control device for your 

Steam Devices, but can actually wrest control of other Steam Devices from their owners.  Roll  

Clockwork Pet: This creation is made of various metals with a massive number of gears and widgets.  It 

may be in the form of any animal, from cats or wolves, to spiders or owls.  This may even be a human 

shaped.  Whatever the form you should work with your Mastermind to determine the stats—it should 

have the same total amount of skill points as a first level characters (though it does not advance).  In 

addition choose two of the options from the Clockwork Armor device above which are built into the 

device. 

Diving Suit: Typically an oversized helmet and tank.  Provides enough air to operate underwater for 

three consecutive hours and protects from the pressure of the depths. 

Mechanics Gloves: Whether covering one hand or both, these gloves are made of leather with various 

compartments and contraptions attached to them.  These gloves have a large variety of uses and 

abilities which vary depending on the build.  Choose two of the following effects. 

Built ins:  As the Clockwork Armor ability above 

Controls: As the Clockwork Armor ability above 

Skill Enhancer: Choose three Physical and or Reflexive skills.  Once per session you may add your level in 

additional d8 as the Reserve of Strength or Grace abilities.  You may choose this ability twice, if you do 

choose six skills instead of three. 

 



Mechanics Goggles: Either in the form of goggles or other ocular attachments these reduce glare, heat, 

and increase your vision.  Reduce all penalties for sight based Perception rolls.  In addition these 

increase your ability to see the flaws in machines—reduce penalties for Technical Knowledge, Repair, 

and Jury Rig by one. 

Spring Heels: These boots are built with springs that increase your ability to jump.  Triple the distance 

jumped on all Jump checks. 

Targeting Scope: Built onto a weapon, attached over the eye or built into another device this targeting 

scope reduces the penalties for all Ranged Weapons attacks by two. 

Tube Computer:  Made using vacuum tubes and incorporating telegraph technology.  Tube computers 

function as type writers, creating typewritten papers, send message to telegraphs and other tube 

computers, and assist in storing facts condensing libraries into a searchable database.  Choose five 

Mental skills.  Your computer stores information on these subjects and reduces the difficulty of a roll by 

one. 

Vehicles 

Dirigible: Consisting of a platform or cabin attached to a cloth structure filled with lighter than air gas 

(hydrogen or helium), and steered and propelled by propellers powered by a coal burning engine.  

Dirigibles have the advantage of being able to remain stationary in the air as well as moving.  A typical 

Dirigible has a 3 meter by 3 meter cabin. 

Displacement Coils: Not a vehicle per se, Displacement Coils work by channeling massive amount of 

electricity between two sets of coils in specific locations.  Anything or anyone standing on one coil 

platform can be effectively teleported to a second platform, though both must be activated 

simultaneously.  This Steam Device represents possessing a single set of coils which is not useful unless 

you have access to another set. 

Flying Machine: This Steam Device represents any variety of flying machine that works without a lighter 

than air balloon component.  Whether a primitive steam operated airplane, or rotary operated flying 

device (helicopter). 

Glider Wings: Often ornate, appearing to be condor or angel wings, these attach to the back of a human 

and allow him to glide, effectively flying though typically only in a downward trajectory. 

Hovercraft: A cross between a Steam-car and a Flying Machine, hovercrafts use rotary propellers to 

hover 3-5 meters above the ground.  Able to cross water as easily as land, unaffected by road 

conditions, and capable of turning in any direction rapidly they offer many advantages though they are 

difficult to drive. 

Jet Pack: Attached to a person’s back, a Jet Pack allows an individual to fly, taking off vertically and 

performing aerial stunts. 



Steam-car: Powered by a coal burning engine, these travel either on roads or overland depending on the 

variety of tires they are equipped with.  This Steam Device covers both automobile shaped Steam-cars 

and steam powered cycles.  

Submersible: These watercraft travel beneath the surface of the water.  They can rise and submerge on 

command, and travel for months at a time without returning to port. 

Time Machine: This vehicle does not travel in space, sitting effectively stationary.  It does, however, 

travel backward and forward in time.  The Mastermind should think carefully of the implications before 

allowing this Steam Device into a game.  Games featuring Time Machines will inevitably go in very 

different directions than those that do not. 

Weapons 

Clockwork Longbow: Made with gears and compound levers to increase range and damage, reduce 

penalties for attacks with this bow by one and double the distance before the range penalties occur.  

Clockwork longbows deal 8 dice damage. 

Clockwork Sword: Any variety of sword or melee weapon may be made like this.  Equipped with a small 

coal burning engine, the blade or striking surface of this weapon has small blades attached which are on 

a chain that when operated moves the blades (like a modern chainsaw).  When active this increases the 

damage of the weapon by two dice. 

Flamethrower: Consisting of tubes connected to a large backpack full of flammable fuel, this weapon 

fires out flames as an attack roll.  This will burn buildings and other flammables, and deals 7 dice of fire 

damage to anyone caught in its fire. 

Grenades: This steam device represents any of a number of handheld, thrown explosive devices.  If 

taken as an advantage, at the start of each session the character may choose 5 grenades of any variety 

for use in that session.  Some grenade types include smoke to provide cover, and concussion grenades 

which deal 9 dice damage to targets within 1 meter when thrown. 

Portable Machine Gun: While the Gatling gun has been in operation since the American Civil War, hand 

portable machine guns are not yet typically available.  These versions use clockwork mechanisms to 

operate reloading or spinning the barrel.  They deal 10 dice damage, and may use the burst and fully 

automatic weapon features not available to ordinary weapons of the time. 

Rocket Tubes: A tube that you carry on your shoulder and fire out home-made rockets that deal 10 dice 

damage.  A character should never possess more than five rockets at a time. 

Rotator Pistols and Rifles: Clockwork powered pistols and rifles using rotating barrels to allow multiple 

shots in rapid succession.  These weapons deal 6 dice damage (pistols) or 7 dice damage (rifles) and may 

use the burst fire weapon feature not available to ordinary weapons of the time. 



Shock Producer: A backpack mounted device with a prong that fires and expends a massive electrical 

charge into the target.  They must roll an Endurance check to avoid passing out or being knocked down 

by the effect (as modern tasers). 

Tesla Rifle: A backpack mounted tesla coil, this device converts the electrical charge into a ranged 

weapon dealing 8 dice damage. 

Talismans 
There are a wide variety of supposedly magical artifacts buried in the past.  Egyptian Pyramids, ruins in 

the new world, the catacombs of Paris—any of them may hold an artifact which contains a touch of 

mystical power.  The Talismans listed below are only a handful of possibilities—you may work with your 

Mastermind to develop a unique device for your character. 

Carnwennon: While Excalibur has never been recovered, Carnwennon was King Arthur’s magic dagger.  

It cloaks the user in shadows making it harder to detect him.  Reduce all penalties for Stealth and Hide 

by two.  This dagger deals five dice damage. 

Lamen: A magical pendant marking the sign of an arcane order or group, the Lamen is traditionally worn 

over the heart.  It reduces the difficulty of all Prayer and Rituals rolls by two. 

Ring of Gyges: Once owned by the philosopher Plato, this ring causes its wearer to become invisible 

upon wearing.  Reduce the difficulty for hide and stealth by two.  In addition, the wearer cannot be 

detected by sight and must be heard or smelt to be detected. 

Ruri Bang: This magical staff once wielded by the Monkey King is a simple looking iron rod.  It can 

change its size from the size of a sewing needle, to a 3 meter long pole, can temporarily split itself into 

multiple rods, and can strike devastating blows in combat.  It deals 6 dice damage.  Once per session you 

may activate it— roll Intuition.  For the remainder of a single combat the staff (or one of the duplicates) 

fights magically on its own, using the number of successes on your Intuition roll as its skill in Staffs. 

Sandals of Jesus Christ: Recovered by Pope Zachary and stored these last centuries in an abbey in 

Germany.  These Sandals when worn, allow you to walk across water mimicking Jesus’ famous miracle. 

Seal of Solomon: Set as an amulet, belt buckle, or signet ring, this talisman features the Seal which 

consists of a Star of David set inside a circle with six dots between the points.  It is said to protect the 

wearer, reducing the difficulty for all Endurance and Survival rolls by one. 

Chapter 6 

Action Resolution 
While the simplest action resolution as described in Chapter 1 covers the majority of what you might 

want to do in the game, the process for determining what skill to use, what the bonuses, penalties, and 

other modifiers affect the roll. 



Step 1: Decide on an action. 

Choose what you would like your character to do.  The Sherlock Holmes allows your character to do or 

at least attempt anything you can think to try.  The possibilities are limited only by your imagination. 

Step 2: Determine the Appropriate Skill. 

In most cases this will be a simple process.  If you want to jump, use the Jump skill, ect, if you want to 

perform a somersault use the Acrobatics skill.  If there is any question, you can refer to the descriptions 

of the skills in Chapter 3.  Discuss the possibilities with your Mastermind and the other players in your 

group. 

Step 3: Determine Skill Level 

Once you have decided which skill you should roll, determine how many ranks you have in that skill.  If 

your character doesn’t actually possess the skill he can choose to roll any skill listed in the related skills 

section for it in chapter three.  If your character wants to perform a somersault and does not have 

acrobatics, he can instead default to Jump.  You will roll 1d8 for each point in your skill. 

Step 4: Determine Skill Level Bonuses 

For skills which your character has at a level of 3 ranks or higher you will receive some amount of d6s 

and d10s as bonus dice.  The maximum you will receive at 10 skill ranks is two d6, 2d10, and one 

automatic success. 

Refer to the table below to determine the amount of this bonus.  If you are defaulting to a related skill 

use the related skills bonus table instead.  You will receive fewer bonus dice, and receive them at higher 

skill levels when defaulting to a related skill. 

Step 5: Determine Difficulty Modifier 

The Mastermind will determine any difficulty modifications that apply to the roll.  If you are attempting 

a fairly simple actions there may not be any, while if you are attempting a very difficult action this may 

be as much as five or higher.  There are suggestions for each skill for examples of what constitutes each 

level of penalty for that skill.  If the character is defaulting to a related skill increase this amount by an 

additional one to represent the difference.  Remember, if the amount of penalty is in question; choose 

the amount that makes the game more fun. 

Step 6: Roll and Determine Results 

Roll the dice.  Count how many dice you have at six or higher.  Subtract the difficulty modifier.  If you 

have at least one success remaining, you have succeeded and the action occurs as described or planned. 

If you do not, you have failed and the effect will be determined by the Mastermind.  If you were 

attempting to jump over something, you may fall.  If you were attempting to compute a calculation with 

the physics skill you may return a false answer, or may simply find yourself stuck and unable to progress 



to complete the computation.  In general failure should be disappointing, not deadly—though if you 

hurled yourself across a massive pit it just might be. 

Resisted Actions and Defense Modifiers 
Anytime you are using a skill against another character their defense modifier counts as a Difficulty 

modifier.  This is in addition to any other penalties or modifiers determined by the Mastermind due to 

difficulty of what you are attempting. 

Defense Modifiers can be found on the Class table.  They advance as characters gain level just as Skills 

and maximum ranks do.  Use the defense modifier for the category that the skill you are using against 

the character is in. 

This makes it more difficult to attack or affect characters in the categories which they are focused in.  

While it is more difficult to Lie to a Socialite, it is similarly more difficult to shoot a Marksman or punch a 

Brawler. 

Combat 
Whenever one or more characters are attempting to act at the same time it should be treated as 

combat and resolved using the combat rules.  This can be used not only when one or more characters 

are attempting to do bodily harm against each other, but also for other situations when how quickly a 

character can act matters. 

In combat, time is measured in rounds.  A round is equates to roughly 10 seconds, or just long enough 

for each character to take a single action.  While in reality, actions would be happening simultaneously 

for the purposes of the game they take place in order—representing mere seconds speed difference 

that can mean the difference between going first and vanquishing your foe or death. 

Actions in a Combat Round 
In a combat round each character may make as many as three rolls—one for movement, one for 

defense, and one for offense.  A character that makes one roll does so at the normal penalties, while 

there are additional penalties added for characters who wish to make two or all three possible rolls. 

If you are making two rolls, one of the rolls is at a one point difficulty modifier and the other suffers a 

two point difficulty modifier.  If you are making all three rolls, two are at two a difficulty modifier and 

the third is at a three difficulty  The penalties are summarized on the table below.  You can roll for and 

take actions in any order.  Simply assign one as your 1st, 2nd, and 3rd actions and apply the proper penalty 

regardless of which you roll first.  This is important in regards to movement—you can assign the 3rd 

action penalty to movement, saving the 1st action penalty for Offense even if you must move before you 

can attempt your attack. 

 1st Action 2nd Action 3rd Action 

One Action 0   



Two Actions 2 2  

Three Actions 2 3 3 

 

Movement 

You may roll any skill which can generate movement in order to move in any direction.  Skills which can 

be used in this way will be marked as Movement skills in Chapter 3 and their descriptions will state how 

far each remaining success on your roll causes you to move.  If your offensive action requires you to 

move to a location before it can be attempted you must roll for movement before you can attempt It, 

and if you do not generate enough successes to make it to that location you must either change what 

you meant to do or forfeit that action. 

Defense 

You may roll any skill which can be used defensively to generate a Defense pool.  Skills which can be 

used in this way will be marked as Defensive skills in Chapter 3.  Each remaining success on your roll will 

he added to your Defensive modifier until your turn in the following round.  Defense pools add only to 

the Defensive modifier for the category which the skill falls into with the exception of Dodge which 

counts for both Physical and Reflexive Defensive modifiers.  Each time you are attacked in category for 

which you have generated a Defense pool, reduce that pool by one regardless of whether the attack 

succeeded or failed. 

Offense 

You may take one action using any skill that is not for movement or defense.  Regardless of whether this 

action directly or indirectly attacks another character it counts as your Offense action for the round.  

Actions which could not reasonably be attempted in ten seconds can be disallowed by the Mastermind 

(such as performing surgery).  The most common Offensive skills are melee weapons, ranged weapons, 

and unarmed attacks.  With any attack that has a damage value, so long as one success is remaining 

after accounting for difficulty modifiers and Defensive modifiers then damage will be dealt. 

Initiative 
When combat begins, you must determine which order characters will act in.  To do so, at the start of 

each combat round the Mastermind will ask for an initiative roll.  Each character will roll their highest 

Initiative skill, including bonus dice.  If a character does not have any of the Initiative skills, he may 

default to a related skill as usual, taking the related skills bonus and a one point difficulty modifier as 

normal. 

Count all successes you have rolled.  Characters will act from highest (most) successes to fewest (least).  

If two characters have the same numbers of successes then have the players act first going around the 

table, followed by the Mastermind characters. 



The initiative skills are listed below.  They are also marked as Initiative skills in Chapter 3. 

Social: Command, Inspire, Intimidate, Sense Motive,  

Mental:  Deduction, Psychology, Tactics (Any) 

Physical: Acrobatics, Balance, Concentration, Run 

Reflexive: Perception 

Spiritual: Empathy, Intuition, Survival 

Damage 
Once you have determined that an attack or other damage source has succeeded you must determine 

how much damage is dealt.  Each form of attack will have an amount of damage dice listed with the 

attack.  For weapons, this will be determined by the type of weapon.  For unarmed attacks it is listed 

with the particular skill.  Other sources of damage such as falling or specific attacks will list the amount 

of dice rolled in the description.  For most attacks bonus dice (d6, d10, and automatic successes) add to 

this roll. 

Roll damage dice.  Each die which results in a success adds a point to damage.  Some abilities or skills 

such as armor may reduce this amount.  Roll 1d10 to determine the hit location.  Hit locations are listed 

below.  Apply damage to the hit location. 

Damage Effects: Whenever a character takes damage to the head (0) he must roll a Survival or 

Endurance check or be rendered unconscious.  This roll has a difficulty modifier equal to the amount of 

damage dealt.  When any hit location takes the 5th box of damage, the character must make a Survival or 

Endurance check with a difficulty modifier of three to remain active.  The location which has taken its 5th 

box of wound is severely and possibly permanently injured and bleeding may occur resulting in probable 

death.  Whenever a character takes his 6th or higher total wounds (spread between all boxes) he must 

make a Survival or Endurance roll to remain active.  The 7th and each successive box adds an additional 

difficulty modifier (five difficulty modifier at the 7th wound, six at the 8th, ect). 

The Combat Round Sequence 
When combat begins use this simple sequence to determine how to resolve actions. 

Step 1: Roll Initiative 

All characters participating in the combat roll their highest Initiative Skill, including bonus dice and count 

successes.  Count down from the highest to lowest number of successes, acting in that order.  In cases of 

ties, player characters act first, followed by non-player characters. 

For instance, if there are five characters acting in an Combat—three players and two NPCs.  The players 

roll 5, 3, and 2 successes while the NPCs roll 4, and 3 successes.  The characters would act in this order—

the player with 5 successes, the NPC with 4, the player with 3, the NPC with 3, and finally the player with 

2. 



Step 2: Determine How Many and Which Actions You Will Take 

When it is your turn choose how many (one, two, or three) actions you will take.  Choose which of the 

three possible actions these will be—Movement, Defense, and/or Offense. 

For instance you may decide to use all three possible actions—Movement, Offense, and Defense. 

Step 3: Declare What Actions You Are Taking 

After you have chosen how many actions you will be taking, tell your Mastermind what you will attempt 

to do with each.  

For instance you could say “I will run over to the ruffian, and attempt to trip him, while using Dodge to 

generate a defensive modifier.” 

Step 5: Assign Order and Penalties to Your Actions 

State which action you will attempt first between your offense and movement.  You may want to move 

and then attack, or attack and then move.  Because defense applies on other characters turns you 

always roll Defense after Movement and Offense have been resolved.  Then assign the appropriate 

penalties for the number of actions you are taking to each of them.  You need not assign the greater 

penalty to any particular action in the order you are rolling them. 

For instance, you could decide that you need to first run to the ruffian, then attack.  You may decide to 

assign a 2 difficulty modifier to your attack—for the greatest chance to hit, and 3 difficulty modifiers to 

your run and dodge. 

Step 6: Verify Skills and Difficulty Modifiers 

Check with your Mastermind so that you are rolling the appropriate skills, and have figured the correct 

total difficulty modifiers.  

For instance, you might verify with your Mastermind that you will be rolling the run skill, the boxing skill, 

and the dodge skill as your actions.  Your Mastermind might inform you of additional difficulty modifiers 

such as a 1 Difficulty modifier for a slippery floor from a spilled bottle of wine.  He might also mention 

that the Ruffian has a Defensive Modifier of 1 in the Physical Category.  Adding this to the action 

penalties it bring the total modifiers to 4 Difficulty for Run, 3 Difficulty to Dodge, and 3 Difficulty for the 

attack. 

Step 7: Resolve Actions in Order 

Roll the dice for your first action, applying difficulty modifiers from all sources and determining if this 

was a success or failure.  For offensive actions roll damage if appropriate.  If you failed a movement 

action that disallows your original Offense action you may change to another appropriate and possible 

action, or forfeit the action.  Even for forfeited actions all other actions in the round retain their planned 

difficulty modifiers due to number of actions. 

Repeat this process for your other actions as appropriate. 



For instance, you may roll your Run skill (5 d8 plus your bonus dice 1d6 and 1d10).  You roll a 1, two 3’s, a 

7 and an 8 on your d8s, plus a 4 on the d6 and a 10 on your d10.  Counting all successes (3) and subtract 

the Difficulty modifier (4)—leaving zero successes this is a failure.  Your Mastermind states that since you 

failed, you end up two meters short of the Ruffian.  Since you can no longer punch him as you had 

planned you must change your action.   You decide you can use the Pistols skill to shoot him.  The 

Mastermind states that the ruffian does not have a defensive adjustment, so with the original action 

penalty this has a Difficulty Modifier or 2.  You roll your Pistols skill of 3d8 plus 1d6 bonus.  With a lucky 

roll you get a 4, a 6, an 8 and a 6 on the d6.  Counting all successes (3) and subtracting the Difficulty 

modifier (2) you determine this attack was a success. 

Your pistol has a damage value of 3d8.  You roll this value, plus 1d6 for your bonus dice scoring one 

success.  The ruffian is unarmored and there are no other penalties, so you have dealt 1 damage.  You 

roll 1d10 and determine that you have hit his chest with a roll of 3.  The Mastermind notes 1 damage on 

the ruffians sheet.’ 

Step 8: Note Any Defensive Pools and Modified  

Roll your Defense skill counting successes and subtracting difficulty modifiers.  The remaining number of 

successes is added to your Defense pool until you act in the next round.  Remember to reduce this 

increase total by one each time you are attacked in that category. 

Finally you roll your dodge skill of 5 dice plus 1d6 and 1d10 scoring 5 successes.  Subtracting the difficulty 

modifier of 3 this leaves 2 successes.  Since you have a 1 point Defensive Modifier in Physical and none in 

Reflexive this brings your Defense pools for the round to 3 for Physical and 1 for Reflexive.  Over the 

remaining actions of the round you are kicked at and missed by one of the NPCs.  This reduces your 

remaining Physical Defense Pool to 2 for the rest of the round. 

Step 9: Repeat then Begin New Round  

Continue repeating steps 2-8 until every character has acted in the round.  Then begin the next round 

again by repeating Step 1.  When there are no longer characters attempting to act simultaneously 

whether they have been incapacitated, given up, fled, or any other means of resolving the conflict 

return to resolving actions using the ordinary rules. 

Character Advancement: 
For the purposes of the playtest, characters should gain one level either every session for longer 

sessions or every other session for short sessions so that you will have the chance to play at various 

levels across the course of the playtest. 

Equipment: 
For the playtest characters should begin with the weapons their characters would reasonably have.  

Damage and skill used for various weapons are listed below.  Items marked as Steam Devices must be 

chosen by characters with the Steam Device Advantage or built by those with the Steam Mechanic 

Advantage. 



Burst: An option available on some Steam Devices and Gatling Guns.  This represents firing 3 bullets at 

once.  You may choose to either decrease difficulty by one, or increase difficulty by one and increase 

damage by two. 

Full Auto: An option available on some Steam Devices and Gatling Guns.  This represents firing a large 

number of bullets at once.  You may choose to either decease difficulty and damage by two, or increase 

difficulty by two and damage by four.  This expends 10 bullets. 

Spread: Available on Muskets, this option increases the difficulty by two to hit two adjacent targets. 

Reach: Available on long pole weapons, this represents the ability to strike a target up to 3 meters away 

from yourself. 

  



 

Ranged Weapon Skill Damage Rate Ammunition 

Derringer Pistol Pistols 3 1 1 

Pistol Pistols 4 1 1 

Revolver Pistols 5 1 6 

Rotator Pistol 

(Steam Device) 

Pistols 6 1 6 

Hunting Rifle Rifles 5 1 1 

Heavy Rifle Rifles 6 1 1 

Rotator Rifle 

(Steam Device) 

Rifles 7 1 6 

Musket Muskets 6 Spread 1 

Flamethrower 

(Steam Device) 

Rifles 7  Special 

Tesla Rifle 

(Steam Device) 

Rifles 8  Special 

Gatling Gun Machine Guns 10 Burst, Full Auto 100 

Portable Machine Gun 

(Steam Device) 

Machine Guns 10 Burst, Full Auto 100 

Tube Rocket 

(Steam Device) 

Cannons 10 1 1 

Shortbow Archery 6 1 1 

Longbow Archery 7 1 1 

Crossbow Archery 8 1 1 

 

  



 

Weapon Melee Skill Thrown Skill Damage 

Hand ax/Hatchet Axes Axes 4 

Battle ax Axes - 5 

Great Ax Axes - 6 

Club Staves  4 

Boomerang - Boomerang 4 

Darts - Darts 2 

Grenade 

(Steam Device) 

- Balls 10 

War hammer Hammers Hammers 4 

Great hammer Hammers - 6 

Throwing Knife Knives Knives 3 

Dagger Knives Knives 4 

Machete Knives - 5 

Pole-arm* Pole-arms (Reach) 8 

Javelin Spears Spears 5 

Short Spear Spears Spears 6 

Long Spear Spears (Reach) 7 

Pike Spears (Reach) 8 

Rapier One Handed Swords - 5 

Broadsword One Handed Swords - 6 

Bastard Sword One Handed or Two Handed Swords - 6 or 7 

Great Sword Two Handed Swords - 8 

 



  



Chapter 8: Allies and Adversaries 
This chapter contains a selection of sample characters in generic archetypes.  It is divided into three 

sections—Allies who you will find aid from, Adversaries who may work to oppose your efforts, and 

Animals that you, your allies, or your adversaries might employ.  Just because an archetype is listed as 

an ally does not mean they might not be an antagonist instead, and just because the characters listed as 

adversaries are less savory or reputation does not mean one may not assist the player characters if the 

situation is right.  Mastermind’s should use, modify, and adjust these archetypes as they feel best serves 

the story. 

If any of the specific skills or abilities listed here do not suit the purposes for your game, change them—

after all these are intended to be aids and suggestions not set in stone.  This chapter is most useful to 

the Mastermind when you need statistics for a non-player character. 

Allies 

Beat Cop 

Use this for any low level Police officer or security person. 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 0,Reflexive: 0, Social: 0, Spiritual: 0 

Level 1 Brawler 

Skills: 

Mental: Bureaucracy (Police) 2, Criminal Knowledge 3, Deduction 3, Forensics 2, Law 2, Tactics (Infantry) 

3 

Physical: Dodge 3, Endurance 5, Lift 2, Melee Weapons (Club) 3, Run 3, Unarmed Fighting (Wrestling) 5 

Reflexive: Driving (Trap) 4, Perception 4, Ranged Weapons (Pistol) 4, Search 3 

Social: Interrogate 3, Intimidate 3, Justice (London) 2, Sense Motive 2 

Spiritual: Empathy 1, Survival 1 

Advantages: Fleet of Foot (Physical), Robust (Physical), Deadly Aim (Reflexive) 

Flaw: Ill Luck (Spiritual) 

  



Butler 

Use for higher level servants of the gentry and aristocracy. 

Level 4 Dabbler 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 1, Physical: 1, Reflexive: 1, Social: 1, Spiritual: 1 

Skills: 

Mental: Bureaucracy (London) 8, Language (French) 5, Law 3, Medical Knowledge 4, Psychology 5, 

Treatment (Simple) 3, Technical Knowledge (Electrics) 2 

Physical: Balance 5, Concentration 8, Endurance 5, Hide 2, Jump 3, Lift 8, Run 4 

Reflexive: Driving (Carriage) 4, Driving (Coach) 5, Lock Pick 5, Perception 8, Search 8 

Social: Charm 4, Command 8, Etiquette (High Society) 8, Management 8, Sense Motive 2 

Spiritual: Animal Handling 5, Empathy 5, Intuition 5, Prayer 5, Survival 2 

Advantages: Ally (Master) (Social), Impeccable Taste (Social), Common Sense (Mental), Light Sleeper 

(Spiritual) 

Flaw: Known Gossip (Social) 

Cab Driver 

Use for any typical driver you might encounter in the city. 

Level 3 Marksman 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 1, Physical: 0, Reflexive: 1, Social: 1, Spiritual: 1 

Skills: 

Mental: Animal Training 6, Navigation 6,  Psychology 3, Street Knowledge 4, Track 6 

Physical: Balance 5, Climb 3, Concentration 5, Endurance 5, Lift 7 

Reflexive: Driving (Carriage) 7, Driving (Coach) 7, Driving (Trap) 7, Driving (Wagon) 7, Perception 7 

Social: Bargain 5, Bribe 3, Etiquette (High Society) 2, Interview 5, Sense Motive 3 

Spiritual: Animal Handling 3, Empathy 3 

Advantages: Heightened Sense (Sight) (Reflexive), Internal Compass (Reflexive), Companion (Draft 

Horse), Under the Radar (Social) 

Flaw: Arthritis (Physical) 

  



Cavalry Officer 

Use for any officer of the military, typically belonging to well off though low station families. 

Level 3 Marksman 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 1, Physical: 0, Reflexive: 1, Social: 1, Spiritual: 1 

Skills: 

Mental: Animal Training 6, Bureaucracy (Military) 4, Navigation 4, Tactics (Cavalry) 6, Track 5 

Physical: Balance 4, Endurance 7, Jump 3, Lift 5, Melee Weapons (One handed swords) 3, Run 3 

Reflexive: Animal Riding 7, Demolitions 2, Perception 7, Ranged Weapons (Pistols) 7, Ranged Weapons 

(Rifles) 7, Search 5 

Social: Administration 4, Command 5, Etiquette (Military) 4, Taunt 5 

Spiritual: Animal Handling 3, Survival 3 

Advantages: Ambidextrous (Reflexive), Deadly Aim (Reflexive), Good Reputation (Social), Mentor 

(Commanding Officer) (Social) 

Flaw: Insomnia 

Coroner 

Use for the county or city coroner who works with the police to declare cause and time of death and to 

investigate in murders and other crimes with forensics and medical components. 

Level 5 Sleuth 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 1, Reflexive: 2, Social: 1, Spiritual: 1 

Skills:  

Mental: Deduction 9, Medical Knowledge 9, Forensics 9, Psychology 5, Treatment (Simple) 9, Treatment 

(Advanced) 9  

Physical: Balance 5, Concentration 10, Endurance 10, Lift 5, Run 5 

Reflexive: Animal Riding 4, Driving (Trap) 6, Perception 8, Pickpocketing 1, Prestidigitation 8, Search 8 

Social: Administration 6,  Buff 1, Justice (London) 6, Sense Motive 6, Teach 6 

Spiritual: Empathy 2, Intuition 3 

Advantages: Keen observation (Mental), Personal Deduction (Mental), Speed Reader (Mental), Allied 

Organization (Scotland Yard) (Social), Muscle Memory (Reflexive), Tolerant System (Physical) 

Flaw: Addiction (Cocaine) 

  



Detective 

Use for police detectives as well as private investigators. 

Level 3 Sleuth 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 1, Physical: 0, Reflexive: 1, Social: 1, Spiritual: 1 

Skills:  

Mental: Botany 3, Chemistry 4, Deduction 7,  Forensics 5, Medical Knowledge 3, Psychology 3, Street 

Knowledge 5, Track 5 

Physical: Balance 3, Concentration 5, Dodge 5, Endurance 5, Melee Weapons (Staffs) 5, Unarmed 

Fighting (Pugilism) 2 

Reflexive: Animal Riding 4, Lock Pick 4, Perception 6, Ranged Weapons (Pistols) 6,  Search 6 

Social: Bribe 3, Interview 5, Justice 5,  Sense Motive 5 

Spiritual: Empathy 3, Intuition 3 

Advantages: Locational Deduction (Mental), Personal Deduction (Mental), Athlete (Physical), 

Heightened Sense (Smell) (Reflexive) 

Flaw: Skeptic (Spiritual) 

Dock Worker 

Use for any worker whose primary duties include loading and unloading and are generally overlooked.  

Can also be used for sailors and seamen. 

Level 2 Brawler  

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 1, Reflexive: 0, Social: 0, Spiritual: 0 

Skills: 

Mental: Astronomy 2, Criminal Knowledge 4, Language (French) 2, Language (Russian) 1, Language 

(Spanish) 1, Navigation 3, Street Knowledge 5, Track 2 

Physical: Balance 6, Climb 6, Endurance 6, Lift 6, Swim 6 

Reflexive: Jury Rig 5, Lock Pick 5, Perception 5, Piloting (Canoe) 5 

Social: Bargain 3, Bribe 5, Bluff 3, Taunt 4 

Spiritual: Prayer 2, Survival 2 

Advantages: Robust (Physical), Sea Legs (Physical), Forgettable (Social) 

Flaw: Criminal Ties (Social) 

  



Fencing Instructor 

Hired by the wealthy to teach their children the classical arts of fencing. 

Level 5 Brawler 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 1, Physical: 2, Reflexive: 2, Social: 1, Spiritual: 1 

Skills:  

Mental: Animal Training 5, Biology 4, Deduction 4, Language (Spanish) 7,Medical Knowledge 3, Tactics 

(Fencing) 10, Treatment (Simple) 2 

Physical: Acrobatics 6, Balance 6, Concentration 4, Dodge 9, Endurance 5, Jump 4, Melee Weapons (One 

Handed Swords) 9, Run 7 

Reflexive: Animal Riding 8, Perception 8, Prestidigitation 6, Ranged Weapons (Pistols) 5, Search 8 

Social: Charm 4,  Etiquette (High Society) 6, Gamble 3, Taunt 6, Teach 6 

Spiritual: Intuition 2, Survival 3 

Advantages: Fleet of Foot (Physical), Powerful Strikes (Physical), High Energy (Physical), Ambidextrous 

(Reflexive), Patron (Social) 

Flaw: Lead Tongue (Social) 

Groom 

Skilled in training and caring for horses, a groom might be touched with a hint of the divine. 

Level 3 Mystic 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 1, Physical: 1, Reflexive 1, Social: 1, Spiritual: 1 

Skills: 

Mental: Animal Training 5, Genetics 3,  Medical Knowledge 3, Treatment Simple 2,  Zoology 5 

Physical: Balance 5, Endurance 5, Lift 3, Unarmed Fighting 5 

Reflexive: Animal Riding 5, Driving (Trap) 5, Perception 5, Search 3 

Social: Administration 3, Bargain 5, Charm 3, Etiquette (High Society) 5, Forgery 3, Gamble 3, Teach 3 

Spiritual: Animal Handling 7, Empathy 7, Prayer 7, Touch Healing 7, Survival 7 

Advantages: Church Mystic (Spiritual), Gambler’s Luck (Spiritual), Common Sense (Mental), 

Approachable (Social) 

Flaw: Illiterate (Mental) 

  



Infantryman 

Use for any low ranking Soldier. 

Level 2 Brawler   

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 1, Reflexive: 0, Social: 0, Spiritual: 0 

Skills: 

Mental: Bureaucracy (Military) 3, Language (Hindi) 2,  Navigation 5, Tactics (Infantry) 5, Street 

Knowledge 2, Track 3 

Physical: Balance 3, Dodge 3, Endurance 5, Jump 3, Lift 3, Melee Weapons (One handed swords) 6, Run 

3, Unarmed Fighting (Pugilism) 4 

Reflexive: Animal Riding 4, Demolitions 3, Perception 5, Ranged Weapons (Pistols) 3, Ranged Weapons 

(Rifles) 5 

Social: Bluff 3, Bribe 2, Command 2, Etiquette (Military) 3, Gamble 1, Sense Motive 2, Taunt 2 

Spiritual: Prayer 2, Survival 2 

Advantages: Athlete (Physical), Robust (Physical), Membership (Military Unit) (Social) 

Flaw: Debt (Social) 

Landlord 

Use for any building owner or hotelier. 

Level 2 Socialite 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 0, Reflexive: 0, Social: 1, Spiritual: 0 

Skills:  

Mental: Bureaucracy 2, Repair (Electrics) 3, Repair (Plumbing) 5, Street Knowledge 2, Technical 

Knowledge (Electrics) 3, Technical Knowledge (Plumbing) 5 

Physical: Balance 3, Climb 3, Concentration 3, Lift 4, Stealth 2 

Reflexive: Jury Rig 4, Lock Pick 3, Perception 4, Search 4 

Social: Appraise 4,  Bargain 6, Bluff 3, Bribe 3, Charm 2, Interview 4, Management 5, Seduce 3 

Spiritual: Empathy 5, Intuition 3, Prayer 4, Rituals 3 

Advantages: Property Owner (Lodging House) (Social), Gossip (Social), Light Sleeper (Spiritual) 

Flaw: Cripple (Physical) 

  



Lawyer 

Level 3 Socialite 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 1, Physical: 1, Reflexive: 1, Social: 1, Spiritual: 1 

Skills: 

Mental: Criminal Knowledge 2, Bureaucracy (Britain) 6, Language (Latin) 5, Law 6, Tactics (Courtroom) 6 

Physical: Concentration 5, Endurance 5, Lift 4, Run 4 

Reflexive: Driving (Trap) 4, Perception 5, Ranged Weapons (Pistols) 4,  Search 5 

Social: Bluff 5, Bribe 4,  Etiquette (Courtroom) 5,  Justice (Britain) 7, Interview 7, Sense Motive 7 

Spiritual: Empathy 5, Intuition 5, Prayer 5, Rituals 3 

Advantages: Attentive Listener (Social), Silver Tongue (Social), Attractive (Physical), Flawless Logic 

(Mental) 

Flaw: Enemy (Criminal he convicted) 

Nurse 

Level 2 Socialite 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 0, Reflexive: 0, Social: 1, Spiritual: 0 

Skills: 

Mental: Law 3, Language(Latin) 2, Medical Knowledge 5, Treatment (Simple) 5, Treatment (Advanced) 5 

Physical: Balance 3, Concentration 5, Endurance 3, Lift 2, Run 2 

Reflexive: Jury Rig 3, Perception 5, Prestidigitation 4,  Search 3 

Social: Charm 6, Inspire 6, Interview 6, Seduce 6, Sense Motive 6 

Spiritual: Empathy 5, Intuition 5, Prayer 3, Rituals 2 

Advantages: Allied Organization (Hospital) (Social), Well Connected (Social), Understated Features 

(Physical) 

Flaw: Poverty (Social) 

Pub Owner 

Use for any owner of a barroom, pub, or gambling hall. 

Level 3 Socialite 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 1, Physical: 1, Reflexive: 1, Social: 1, Spiritual: 1 

Skills:  

Mental: Criminal Knowledge 2, Deduction 4, Language (French) 2, Psychology 5, Street Knowledge 6, 

Repair (Plumbing) 3, Technical Knowledge (Plumbing) 3 

Physical: Endurance 5, Melee Weapons (Knives) 5, Thrown Weapons (Knives) 4, Unarmed Fighting 

(Pugilism) 4 

Reflexive: Jury Rig 5, Lock Pick 3, Perception 5, Ranged Weapons (Pistols) 2, Search 3 

Social: Appraise 7, Bargain 7, Bluff 7, Gamble 4, Management 7, Sense Motive 3 

Spiritual: Empathy 5, Intuition 5, Sixth Sense 5, Survival 3 

Advantages: Property Owner (Pub) (Social), Gossip (Social), Prophet (Spiritual), Hyper Vigilant (Reflexive) 

Flaw: Cripple 



Vicar 

Use for any Anglican Church official.  Officials of other churches have differing titles but may use the 

same statistics. 

Level 2 Mystic 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 0, Reflexive: 0, Social: 0, Spiritual: 1 

Skills: 

Mental: Bureaucracy (Church) 5, Law 5, Medical Knowledge 3, Treatment (Simple) 2 

Physical: Balance 3, Concentration 5, Endurance 5, Run 2 

Reflexive: Driving (Trap) 5, Perception 5, Search 5 

Social: Charm 5, Inspire 5, Perform (Oratory) 5, Teach 5 

Spiritual: Empathy 6, Occult 6, Prayer 6, Rituals 6, Touch Healing 3, Precognition 3 

Advantages: Church Mystic (Spiritual), Faith (Spiritual), Membership (Church) (Social) 

Flaw: Superstition (Spiritual) 

  



 

Adversaries 

Fence 

Use for any disreputable business person who buys and sells illicit goods including drug dealers, 

disreputable pawnbrokers, and street dealers 

Level 1 Socialite 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 0, Reflexive: 0, Social: 0, Spiritual: 0 

Skills:  

Mental: Criminal Knowledge 4, Repair (Firearms) 4, Technical Knowledge (Firearms) 4, Technical 

Knowledge (Electrics) 3 

Physical: Dodge 3, Hide 3, Run 3, Melee Weapons (Knives) 1 

Reflexive: Perception 3, Pickpocketing 1, Ranged Weapons (Pistols) 3,  Search 3 

Social: Appraise 5, Bargain 5, Bluff 5, Forgery 5 

Spiritual: Empathy 2, Intuition 3, Prayer 2, Survival 3 

Advantages: Well Connected (Social), Safe Haven (Social), Gambler’s Luck (Spiritual) 

Flaw: Criminal Ties (Social) 

Filch 

Use for any general thieves, pickpockets, and burglars. 

Level 2 Marksman 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 0, Reflexive: 1, Social: 0, Spiritual: 0 

Skills: 

Mental: Criminal Knowledge 5, Street Knowledge 5, Tactics (Pugilism) 5, Track 5 

Physical: Dodge 5, Endurance 5, Run 5, Unarmed Fighting (Pugilism) 5 

Reflexive: Lock Pick 6, Perception 6, Pickpocketing 6, Prestidigitation 6, Search 6 

Social: Bluff 5, Bribe 5, Sense Motive 4, Taunt 1 

Spiritual: Intuition 2, Survival 2 

Advantages: True Marksman (Reflexive), Rooftop Walker (Reflexive), Fleet of Foot (Physical) 

Flaw: Addiction (Any hard drug) 

  



Gang Leader 

Use for your typical street gang leaders, and middle level organized crime figures. 

Level 3 Dabbler 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 0, Reflexive: 0, Social: 1, Spiritual: 1 

Skills: 

Mental: Criminal Knowledge 7, Law 4, Tactics (Infantry) 7, Street Knowledge 7 

Physical: Dodge 3, Endurance 5, Jump 3, Run 4, Melee Weapons (Knives) 4, Thrown Weapons (Knives) 3, 

Unarmed Fighting (Pugilism) 3 

Reflexive: Perception 7, Pickpocketing 4, Ranged Weapons (Pistols) 7, Search 7 

Social: Bluff 6, Command 6, Gamble 6, Interrogate 6, Taunt 1 

Spiritual: Empathy 5, Intuition 5, Prayer 3, Survival 5 

Advantages: Allied Organization (Gang) (Social), Athlete (Physical), Lucky Shot (Spiritual), Common 

Sense (Mental) 

Flaw: Wanted (Social) 

Hired Muscle 

Use for any hired goons, gang members, or thugs. 

Level 3 Brawler 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 1, Reflexive: 1, Social: 1, Spiritual: 1 

Skills: 

Mental: Criminal Knowledge 7, Law 7, Street Knowledge 7, Track 4 

Physical: Dodge 4,  Endurance 7, Lift 3,  Run 4, Unarmed Fighting (Pugilism) 7 

Reflexive: Driving (Trap) 6, Lock Pick 3, Perception 6, Ranged Weapons (Pistols) 6, Search 3 

Social: Bribe 5, Intimidate 5, Interrogate 5, Taunt 3 

Spiritual: Intuition 3, Survival 3 

Advantages: Powerful Strikes (Physical), Robust (Physical), Membership (Gang), Deadly Aim (Reflexive) 

Flaw: Illiterate 

  



Animals 

Doberman Pinscher 

Use for any medium to large guard dogs. 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 2, Reflexive: 1, Social: 0, Spiritual: 1 

Skills:  

Mental: Track 4  

Physical: Balance 3, Dodge 2, Endurance 3, Hide 1, Jump 3, Run 3, Stealth 2, Swim 1, Unarmed Fighting 3 

(Claws and Bite 3 dice damage) 

Reflexive: Perception 4, Search 2 

Social: Intimidate 4 

Spiritual: Empathy 3, Survival 3 

Advantages: Heightened Sense (Smell) (Reflexive), Companion (Owner) (Social), Light Sleeper (Spiritual) 

 

Mastiff 

Use for any extra-large dogs such as mastiffs, St. Bernards, Great Danes, and Irish Wolfhounds 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 3, Reflexive: 1, Social: 0, Spiritual: 1 

Skills:  

Mental: Track 3 

Physical: Balance 2, Dodge 2, Endurance 4, Jump 2, Run 4, Stealth 1, Swim 2, Unarmed Fighting 4 (Claws 

and Bite 4 dice damage) 

Reflexive: Perception 4, Search 2 

Social: Intimidate 5 

Spiritual: Empathy 3, Survival 3 

Advantages: Heightened Sense (Smell) (Reflexive), Giant (Physical), Companion (Owner) (Social) 

Wolf 

Use for any wild dog such as coyotes, wolves, dingoes, and African painted dogs. 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 2, Reflexive: 2, Social: 0, Spiritual: 1 

Skills: 

Mental: Track 5  

Physical: Balance 3, Dodge 3, Endurance 4, Jump 3, Run 5, Stealth 4, Swim 3, Unarmed Fighting 5 (Claws 

and Bite 4 dice damage) 

Reflexive: Perception 5, Search 3 

Social: Intimidate 5 

Spiritual: Survival 5 

Advantages: Heightened Sense (Smell) (Reflexive), Membership (Pack) (Social), Born Runner (Physical) 

  



Alpha Wolf 

Use for the leader of any pack of wild dogs—typically the largest, most fearsome, and the greatest 

fighter. 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 2, Reflexive: 2, Social: 0, Spiritual: 2 

Skills: 

Mental: Track 5  

Physical: Balance 3, Dodge 4, Endurance 4, Jump 3, Run 6, Stealth 4, Swim 3, Unarmed Fighting 6 (Claws 

and Bite 5 dice damage) 

Reflexive: Perception 5, Search 3 

Social: Intimidate 7 

Spiritual: Survival 5 

Advantages: Heightened Sense (Smell) (Reflexive), Allied Organization (Pack) (Social), Born Runner 

(Physical), Powerful Strikes (Physical) 

 

Draft Horse 

Use for any large pulling horse such as Clydesdales and other animals whose primary purpose is to pull a 

cart, plough, or large vehicle 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 3, Reflexive: 0, Social: 0, Spiritual: 1 

Skills: 

Mental: none 

Physical: Endurance 6, Lift (Pull) 6, Run 4 

Reflexive: Perception 3 

Social: none 

Spiritual: Survival 3 

Advantages: Giant (Physical), Reserve of Strength (Physical), Ally (Owner) (Social) 

Nag 

Use for any typical, broken down, or cheap horse used by the lower classes.  Most small cab horses are 

covered by these statistics. 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 2, Reflexive: 1, Social: 0, Spiritual: 1 

Skills: 

Mental: none 

Physical: Endurance 4, Lift (Pull) 4, Run 3 

Reflexive: Perception 3 

Social: none 

Spiritual: Survival 2 

Advantages: Ally (Owner) (Social), Internal Compass 

  



Thoroughbred 

Bloodline bred racing horses. 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 2, Reflexive: 2, Social: 0, Spiritual: 1 

Skills: 

Mental: Tactics (Racing) 1 

Physical: Endurance 6, Lift (Pull) 1, Run 10 

Reflexive: Perception 3 

Social: none 

Spiritual: Survival 1 

Advantages: Ally (Owner) (Social), Fame (Social), Fleet of Foot (Physical), Born Runner (Physical) 

Flaw: Depression 

Stag 

Use for any wild deer, elk, or other Quadra pedal herd animal. 

Defensive Adjustments: Mental: 0, Physical: 3, Reflexive: 3, Social: 0, Spiritual: 2 

Skills: 

Mental: Navigation 3 

Physical: Balance 3, Dodge 3, Endurance 5, Hide 5, Jump 4, Run 7, Stealth 5, Unarmed Fighting  3 (Horns 

3 dice damage) 

Reflexive: Perception 6, Search 2 

Social: Intimidate 2, Taunt 2 

Spiritual: Empathy 2, Survival 4 

Advantages: Fleet of Foot (Physical), Born Runner (Physical) 
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___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
 

Spiritual: 
Points:_____________________ Max:_______________________ Defense Value:______________ 
Skill: Ranks: Bonus: 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
 



Physical: 
Points:_____________________ Max:_______________________ Defense Value:______________ 
Skill: Ranks: Bonus: 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
 

Reflexive: 
Points:_____________________ Max:_______________________ Defense Value:______________ 
Skill: Ranks: Bonus: 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 
___________________________ ___________________________ ___________________________ 

 

 

  

Equipment: Effect: Skill: 
________________ ________________ ________________ 
________________ ________________ ________________ 
________________ ________________ ________________ 
________________ ________________ ________________ 
________________ ________________ ________________ 
________________ ________________ ________________ 
________________ ________________ ________________ 
________________ ________________ ________________ 
________________ ________________ ________________ 


